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This thesis examines and modifies one of the existing objective
forecast techniques in predicting tropical cyclone movement- the HURRAH
method (HURRicane ANalog) and 24-hour, 48-hour and 72-hour forecasts
of tropical cyclone movement are obtained. The results are compared with
the conventional HURRAN method and those objective techniques employed
in Hong Kong in order to test the accuracy, bias and stability of this method.
HURRAH is mainly modified in the choice of selection criteria and the
amount of historical typhoon data. The mean displacement errors produced
by the modified HURRRAN method are 112.82, 349.32 and 585.55 kilometres
for the 24-hour, 48-hour and 72-hour forecasts respectively. They are found
to be significantly smaller than those obtained by the Royal Observatory of
Hong Kong as shown in Cheng's study( 1986). However, the inclusion of
intensity as a selection criterion in the modified HURRAN method does not
make any difference in the results but the increase in the volume of
historical typhoon data in the modified HURRAN method does produce
smaller displacement errors for all the three forecast periods.
The modified HURRAH method does produce stable results over the
five sample years, but the stability deteriorates with the lengthening of
forecast period. However, this may be attributed to the abnormal behaviour
of tropical* cyclones in one of the sample years- 1983. The displacement
errors produced by this method show bias towards different months and
movements. It is found that tropical cyclones occurred in May have the
largest displacement error, and those occurred during January to April have
the smallest. Besides, tropical cyclones with westward movement show a
smaller displacement error than others while those with northward
movement show a larger displacement error. Furthermore, this method
produces displacement errors that are deviated to the left significantly more
than to the right. Lastly, the results show that the latitudinal errors are
significantly smaller than the longitudinal errors.
This method can further be improved with the incorporation of other
factors, such as the. effects of initial movement, binary interaction and
Southern Oscillation, etc.
Limitations of the study mainly arise from the incompleteness of the
data at the pre-war era. Besides, the study area of this one is slightly different
from the Royal Observatory of Hong Kong which may affect the effectiveness
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Tropical cyclone incidence is an extreme event, also, it is one of the
natural disasters often experienced in Hong Kong. Being a densely
populated area and located in the probable path of tropical cyclones of the
western North Pacific (it is defined by the Royal Observatory of Hong Kong
as the ocean bounded by the Equator, 45°N, 100°E and 180°E.), accurate
forecast of tropical cyclone movement then, seems to be an important task.
Despite modern surveillance tools, such as high flying aircrafts and orbital
satellites, forecast errors still cannot be avoided, and sometimes, residents
may blame the Royal Observatory for not giving accurate prediction and
sending out appropriate warning signals1. This research focuses on the
examination and possible modification of one of the existing forecast
methods- HURRAN method( HURRicane ANalog )2. It is a method for
predicting typhoon tracks by finding appropriate analogs from historical
storms to forecast the movement of the existing typhoon, and it can provide
24-hour, 48-hour and 72-hour forecasts of typhoon track. This study
attempts to improve the performance of this method in forecasting tropical
cyclone movement. Also, the practicability of using this method in Hong
Kong will be discussed.
A tropical cyclone is essentially a low pressure cell of the warm oceans
( sea surface temperature above 26°C). When well developed, it is a vast
2whirlwind of extraordinary violence. It is neither the largest nor the most
intense of all storms. Temperate cyclone is usually larger than the tropical
cyclone and on the other hand, it cannot match the concentrated fury of the
tornado. However, tropical cyclone may cover an area of over 600
kilometres radius and has a maximum sustained wind of over 200 kilometres
per hour. Owing to its considerable size and great intensity, it is the most
dangerous and destructive of all storms.
As stated in the above, tropical cyclones can only be formed in tropical
oceans, and there are eight ocean areas which serve as the potential basins




3. Western North Pacific
4. Bay of Bengal
5. Arabian Sea
6. Australia and Surroundings
7. South Indian
8. South Pacific
Table 1.1 provides a summary of tropical cyclone areas and seasons of
occurrence.
Among them, Western North Pacific is the area of the world's greatest
basin of tropical cyclones. In this area, no month of the year has been
entirely free of hurricane-force cyclones, and the annual frequency is well
above twenty( see Table 1.2).
Unfortunately, Hong Kong is located at the South China coast, and it is
in the probable path of tropical cyclones of the Western North Pacific, so the
attack of tropical cyclones experienced by local residents is not infrequent.
Every year, there are about five to six tropical cyclones which come within
3800 kilometers3 of Hong Kong that cause the Royal Observatory to issue
warning signals. Tropical cyclones may bring about destructive wind with
maximum gust over 200 kilometers per hour, and storm surge of over 9
meters high (Riehl and Simpson, 1981, p.224). Also, they give rise to heavy
rainfall, and in Hong Kong, an average of 566.0 mm rainfall( about 26% of
the annual rainfall4) is brought by them each year.
Table 1.1 Tropical Cyclone Climatology (All Intensities)
Max. months nSeasonRegion
8Aug- OctJune- NovNorth Atlantic
15Aug- SeptJune- NovE. N. Pacific
22July- OctMay- DecI W. N. Pacific
6sameMay- June, Sept- NovBay of Bengal
2sameMay- June, Oct- NovArabian Sea
5Jan- FebDec- MarAustralia Area
5Jan- AprDec- AprilS.W. Indian Ocean
sameDec- MarS.W. Pacific Ocean
n is the annual freuency of occurrence of tropical cyclones.
( Source: Richl and Simpson, The Hurricane and Its Impacts, Basil
Blackwell, Oxford, 1981, p.107, table 6)
Hence, during the passage of a tropical cyclone, it may incur severe
damage which includes loss of lives and properties as well. During 1937-1987,
there were 12 occasions where No.10 Hurricane Warning Signal was hoisted,
and there were a total of 11,470 people killed and 313 ocean vessels in
trouble5. Therefore, in order to minimize these damages, more knowledge
about tropical cyclones have to be explored and more accurate and earlier
nrediction is necessary



































(Source: 1. From 1958 to 1969: Simpson and Richl, The Hurricane and
Its Impacts, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1981, Appendix E,
table 34, p.381
2. From 1970 to 1987: Tropical Cyclone Summaries, 1969-
1987, ROHK.)
In Hong Kong, numerous objective techniques for forecasting 6-hour,
12-hour and 24-hour tropical cyclone movement in the Western North Pacific
and South China Sea area have been used by the Royal Observatory since
1961. The following are the objective techniques currently used6:
5- Regression




Though these methods have been attempted by the Royal Observatory
of Hong Kong, there is not yet any obvious evidence that which one is
superior to the others. Consequently, other objective techniques can be tried
in Hong Kong and their performance should be evaluated. HURRAN has
been tried in many places, such as the joint Typhoon Warning Centre in
Guam( Jarrell and Somervell, 1970) and the Central Weather Bureau in
Taiwan( Shieh, Liu and Wang, 1986). The results of this method are proved
to be satisfactory( Chen and Cope, 1985 Shieh, Liu and Wang, 1986). So, it
may be included as one of the candidate of the objective techniques to
forecast tropical cyclone movement in Hong Kong. In fact, the above
objective techniques are based on different rationales and concepts, and
these will be further discussed in Chapter 2.
1.2 Prediction of Tropical Cyclone Movement
Tropical cyclone incident should not be unfamiliar to the people living
in the tropical and sub-tropical regions. To tackle this kind of event, there
are two things that meteorologists have been trying to do for centuries. One
is to develop accurate objective techniques to predict the movement of
tropical cyclone. The other is to control the movement and intensity of
tropical cyclones.
It has been suggested that tropical cyclones can be seeded with dry ice
or silver iodide for the purpose of either diverting or dissipating them. If a
certain portion of a tropical cyclone were seeded, a concentration of energy
6could develop in one quadrant which might alter the course of the tropical
cyclones. In the United States, the National Hurricane Research Project made
four hurricane-seeding attempts in 1958. One was successful while the other
attempts failed due to malfunctioning of equipment. In 1961, the first of a
series of field experiments to test a physical hypothesis for the reduction or
moderation of damaging winds in a tropical cyclone by a cloud-seeding
procedure was carried out in hurricane Esther north of Puerto Rico.
However, to attempt to steer tropical cyclones away from coastal targets or to
break up tropical cyclone seedling disturbances and cyclones would not be
viable since it would pose the risk of reducing annual rainfall amounts or
altering rainfall distributions in some coastal regions( Richl and Simpson,
1981).
In Hong Kong, research in cloud seeding or the control of tropical
cyclone movement is quite limited, this may be due to the constraints in
finance or technology. As a result, the focus has always shifted to the
investigation of objective techniques to forecast tropical cyclone movement.
Among the various predictions we can make about a typhoon, track
prediction is the most important one( Chen and Cope, 1985). There are
numerous methods in track prediction, such as HURRAN, 1/2( P+ C),
CLIPER, SNT, Veigas and Miller, ctc.7, and these are usually known as
objective techniques. On the other hand, the forecaster of the Weather
Bureau will make use of his own knowledge or judgment to produce
forecasts which may be quite different from the forecasts produced by
objective techniques, and this is considered as subjective forecast.
In Hong Kong, subjective forecast can be said as the complement to
the objective forecast. First, the Royal Observatory will collect those
meteorological data, such as the flow fields of the environment, the strength
of the steering current, the past track of the tropical cyclone, upper-level air
data, etc., then it will make use of these data to produce all kind of objective
7forecasts. However, this is not the final forecast broadcasted by the Royal
Observatory to the public. In fact, the forecaster on duty will make use of his
professional knowledge and decide which forecast is most reasonable and
finally make his own judgement and adjustment8.
Nevertheless,' no matter which methods are adopted, deviations
between the forecast positions and actual positions of typhoon seem to be
unavoidable. The typical measure of tropical cyclone forecast accuracy is
known as forecast error. It is' defined as the magnitude of the distance
between 'a forecast longitude (Xf) and latitude (Yf) of the tropical cyclone
centre and. the corresponding best track (Xb, Yb) position, after account has
been taken of initial positioning error. The best track is defined as the
accepted track of a tropical storm after a post analysis of all available
information (Dong and Neumann, 1983). Initial positioning error refers to
the distance between an assumed operational position. and that given later by
the best track (Neumann, 1975).
According to the above definitions, the measure of forecast error can
be summarized by the following two equations:.
where u= longitudinal error
v= latitudinal error
Moreover, to compare the performance of different objective
techniques, displacement error is always used as an index. From the
longitudinal and latitudinal errors, the displacement error can be obtained
and it is represented by the following equation:
displacement error
81.3 Objectives of the Stud)
As stated in the above section, forecast error cannot be avoided in
predicting tropical cyclone movement, no matter which objective technique is
adopted. Meteorologists have long been investigating the performance of
various objective techniques in order to find out which one gives the best
result. Unfortunately, there is no single objective technique that
meteorologists have agreed upon which it is the best or most accurate among
all. Indeed, each objective technique has its strengths and limitations. This
study aims at focusing the study on one of the objective techniques-
HURRAN.
HURRAN method is widely adopted in various places in forecasting
tropical cyclone movement, for example, Taiwan and the United States. It
basically uses the concept of Climatology in track prediction, and the results
are obtained by statistical analysis. It does not involve the physical
mechanisms of typhoon movement. As one kind of objective techniques
based on Climatology, it can be tested in Hong Kong. Furthermore, it may
be modified in some ways so that it can give a better result. Modifications
include the amount of data volume of historical typhoons the criteria to
select the analogs the adjustment and composition of analog positions. This
study tries to modify the HURRAN method in these aspects in order to obtain
24-hour, 48-hour and 72-hour forecasts of the tropical cyclone movement.
To find if this method is better, it is compared with those objective techniques
currently adopted by the Royal Observatory of Hong Kong.
The main objective of this research is to assess the performance of the
modified HURRAN method in making 24-hour, 48-hour and 72-hour
forecasts of tropical cyclone movement.
To achieve the above objective, there are two expectations:
1. The modified HURRAN method has a smaller magnitude of
9forecast errors than the original HURRAN method.
2. The modified HURRAN method has a smaller magnitude of forecast
errors than the objective methods currently adopted in Hong Kong.
1.4 Scone of the Studv
In this research, the study area is the Western North Pacific( including
the South China Sea). It covers an area bounded by the Equator, 45°N,
100°E and 180°E. However, not all the tropical cyclones occurred in this area
will be studied. In fact, Hong Kong herself has an area of responsibility for
tropical cyclone warnings for shipping, and this only covers an area bounded
by 10°N, 30°N, 105°E and 125°E. But the occurrence of tropical cyclones in
this area averages only 14 annually( Tropical Cyclone Summaries, 1987),
about half of the total occurred in the Western North Pacific, and there are a
number of tropical cyclones not moving into this area. As a result, the study
area chosen in this research covers an area bounded by 5°N, 30°N, 105° and
140°E. This area is chosen because:
1. Most of the tropical cyclones will move into this area during their
life-cycles, and this will constitute a larger data base for analysis.
2. For those tropical cyclones that do not move into this area during
their life-cycles, they will not impose any serious trouble or damage
to the major area of the Southeast Asian countries since most of the
populated area lie west of 140°E.
3. For the historical data available, there are many cases that the tracks
of the tropical cyclones east of 140°E are uncertain or- even missing
for the pre-war period. As a result, in order to provide a more
uniform data base, these are excluded.
The Royal Observatory of Hong Kong has used a similar area for the
study of the performance of various objective forecast techniques( Cheng,
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1986). The only difference is the eastern boundary used in that study is
150°E. So, attention is paid when comparison is made between the two
studies.
On the other hand, tropical cyclones, at all intensities, will be included
in this research, that is, tropical depression, tropical storm, severe tropical
storm and typhoon9 will all be taken into account.
Finally, the track of the tropical cyclones from 1981 to 1985 will be
predicted. These five years are chosen because:
1. They can provide a large data base so that the stability and bias of
the objective techniques in predicting the tropical cyclone
movement can also be found.
2. These years have also been the sample years in Cheng's Study
1986) so that this study can be compared with the results of his
study.
1.5 Significance of the Study
In 1988, the most severe hurricane of the century, namely, Gilbert,
formed in the North Atlantic10, and he brought about serious damage in the
southeastern part of the United States, Mexico and the islands of the Gulf of
Mexico. Some meteorologists claimed that the increase in carbon dioxide
level of the world brought about a higher sea surface temperature and gave
rise to such severe storm, and they expected more severe storms will come
on way if such situation went on. Recently, the Director of the Royal
Observatory of Hong Kong also mentioned that the increase in carbon
dioxide level enhanced the chance of development of tropical cyclones. If it
is true, then particular attention should be paid on the prediction of typhoon
tracks.
Undoubtedly, a more accurate forecast of tropical cyclone movement
11
will minimize the loss of lives and properties. However, one may suspect
that in a high-rising and prosperous city such as Hong Kong, the impact of
tropical cyclone is less severe because most of the buildings in Hong Kong
are now made of concrete where they can sustain a higher wind pressure,
and this may be reflected by the small death toll and damagell brought by
typhoons in Hong Kong. But on the other hand, Hong Kong can be
described as a commercial and industrial city, daily production and trading,
in terms of money, is indeed enormously large. If No.8 Gale Signal is
hoisted, most workers will be off duty, and the loss may be great, though it
may not be so visible. In fact, accurate prediction for typhoon before 24
hours, 48 hours or even 72 hours will be very helpful for all the companies
or firms to organize and manage their affairs for the next few days. Then if
Hong Kong is really struck by the typhoon, as a result, loss and chaos can be
minimized. Nevertheless, since no tropical cyclone movement forecast can
be 100% accurate, firms have to estimate the risk they will face if any
important transaction or decisions are going to be made.
HURRAN method is one of the alternatives of the objective techniques
which can produce forecasts up to 72 hours, others include Regression and
1-2( P+ C). The performance of it is quite satisfactory since its forecast errors
in 24-hour, 48-hour and 72-hour forecast are small compared with many
objective techniques( Shieh, Liu and Wang, 1986). Hence, if HURRAN
method can be modified by taking Hong Kong's geographical environment
into account, it will be helpful in the above situation.
Besides, improvement in longer time period forecasts, such as 48-
hour and 72-hour forecast of tropical cyclone movement may have an impact
on the existing tropical cyclone warning system. The underlying principle of
the present system is mostly based on the distance of the tropical cyclone
from Hong Kong, and it may have some drawbacks when dealing with fast-
moving tropical cyclones. For example, on 8th November 1972, Typhoon
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Therese came close to Hong Kong, the No.1 Standby Signal was hoisted at
5:00 am, two hours later, the No-3 Strong Wind Signal was hoisted. Eight
hours later, that is, at 3:00 pm, the No-7 Northeast Gale Signal was hoisted12(
see Figure 1.1). It can be seen that the change from No.1 Standby Signal to
No.7 Gale Signal occurred within less than twelve hours. Many people could
not get enough time to take precaution measures, and the conditions of the
city was' in chaos. However, in the United States, a warning system based on
different rationale is employed by her Weather Bureau. The several types of




The latter two are similar to the No.8 Gale Signal and the No.10
Hurricane Signal respectively in Hong Kong, but the Hurricane Watch is quite
different from the No.1 Standby Signal in Hong Kong.
Hurricane watch is issued to alert the public that the hurricane may
endanger a locality or area in some way( tides or waves) within thirty-six
hours, although indications are not yet sufficiently definite to justify a
hurricane warning. So, this kind of warning is time-function based. In Hong
Kong, the No.1 Standby Signal is hoisted when a tropical cyclone is located
within 800 kilometers of Hong Kong. So, it can be said as a distance-function
kind of warning. Hence, if more accurate 48-hour or 72-hour forecast can be
made, the criteria for hoisting the No.1 Standby Signal may be changed. In
the future, if more accurate longer period forecast can be accomplished, no
preset boundary may be needed. In dealing with fast-moving tropical
cyclones, warning signal may be hoisted even when the tropical cyclone may
be more than 1,000 kilometers away. On the other hand, with low moving
one, warning signal may not be hoisted even when the tropical cyclone is
only 500 kilometers away. Nevertheless, it depends on the development of
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the longer period forecast and the magnitude of the errors in this kind of
forecast
Figure 1.1 The Track of Typhoon Therese, 1972
(Source: Tropical Cyclone Summaries, 1972, ROHK)
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Notes:
1• For example, in 1986, Typhoon Peggy came close to Hong Kong, and the
Royal Observatory of Hong Kong hoisted the No.8 Southwest Signal at 3:30
p.m. on 11 July. That afternoon, the transport was in chaos since all the
offices and factories are off, and the residents blamed the Royal Observatory
for not giving the proper warning.
2. Sec Chapter 3, where it gives a brief explanation of what HURRAN is.
I Before 1987, the boundary used was 400 nautical miles, afterwards, due
to the adoption of the metric rules by the Royal Observatory of Hong Kong,
800 kilometers was used instead.
It is calculated by tropical cyclone rainfall divided by annual rainfall from
the year 1980 to 1987. Data source: Tropical Cyclone Summaries, 1970-
1987, Meteorological Results Part III, Royal Observatory of Hong Kong.
s• It is calculated from the results of table 7 of Tropical Cyclone
Summaries, 1987, Meteorological Results Part III, Royal Observatory of Hong
Kong.
6 The Royal Observatory of Hong Kong has not published any technical
note or occasional paper directly discussing the various objective techniques
adopted, but from Technical Note No-74 published in 1986, it lists certain
objective techniques that have been used by the Royal Observatory in order
to compare with the modified/( P+ C) method suggested by the article.
7 There are indeed many objective forecast techniques, and those
mentioned have no special meanine or advantages over others.
The information is gained by a teiepnone interview with use 1 rupic u
Cyclone Section of the Royal Observatory of Hong Kong.
9• It is the common classification used in Western North Pacific.
10. It is claimed by many meteorologists from the United States that this is the
most severe hurricane of this century where the maximum sustained wind
speed near its centre exceeds 300 kilometres per hour.
11. During the past ten years, only Typhoon Hope (1979) and Typhoon Ellen
(1983) had brought some major damages to properties and lives in Hong
Kong.
12. It does not agree with the data from Tropical Cyclone Summaries, 1972.
In it, the name of the typhoon was Pamela, but from Hong Kong 1973, and
the newspaper cuttings, the name of the typhoon should be Therese. It





7 1 Movement of Tronical Cvclones
Tropical cyclones usually follow a basic parabolic path( see Figure 2.1
They are steered' by the great anticyclones overlying the tropical oceans.
In the deep tropics, they move westward in the easterlies, coupled with a
tendency to drift poleward. This drift then brings them to the limit of tropics
where the east winds change to west winds. As a result, the tropical cyclones
undergo recurvature2, and retrace the same ocean over which they had first
travelled westward. As the tropical cyclone recurves from the tropics and
enters the belt of westerlies, its size usually decreases and its intensity decays
as well (Hsu, 1982, p.7).
Based on the past records( 1971- 1980) published by the Royal
Observatory of Hong Kong, the tropical cyclones of the Western North Pacific
are estimated to have a westbound speed of 14 kilometers per hour
direction ranging from 270° to 300°), 12 kilometers per hour during
recurvature( direction ranging from 300° to 300), and 32 kilometers per
hour after recurvature( direction ranging from 30° to 90°)( Hsu, 1982).
The change of moving speed in the course of a tropical cyclone is affected
basically by the tropical easterly winds in the lower latitudes and the westerly
winds in the higher latitudes. In the transition zone between the easterlies
and the westerlies, movement of a tropical cyclone is retarded. However,
after recurvature, the westerly current aloft begins to take over the steering
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effect, and the movement of a tropical cyclone is channelled into both the
direction and the speed of the upper strong westerly steering current.
Figure 2.1 Areas where tropical cyclones form, showing principal directions
of paths
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(Source: Dunn, G. E. and Miller, B. I., Atlantic Hurricanes, Baton Rouge,
Louisana State University Press, 1964, p.33.)
Figure 2.2 shows the general tracks of tropical cyclones originated
from various regions in the Western North Pacific. It is observed that in the
area of 50- 10°N latitude and 1100- 140°E longitude, the tropical cyclones
often move straight westward or northwestward by the easterly steering
current without recurvature. However, it must be noted that seasonal
variation does occur and some tropical cyclones may recurve at lower
latitudes. For those tropical cyclones originated from waters of 15°- 25°N
latitude and 1400- 160°E longitude, they usually move either northward or
northeastward, and then accelerate eastward under the steering effect of
westerly winds soon after recurvature.
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Figure 2.2 General Tracks of Tropical Cyclones originated from various
regions in the western North Pacific.
(Source: Hsu, S.I., 1982, "Tropical Cyclones in the western North Pacific",
Occasional Paper No.24, Department of Geography and
Geographical Research Centre, CUHK)
For those tropical cyclones affecting Hong Kong, they usually
approach from the east to southeast. Among those which caused gales or
even winds of hurricane force in Hong Kong,about 66% approached from
the east-southeast (112.5-157.5), 24.5% from the south(157.5-202.5),
6% from the southwest (202.5-247.5)3,and the typical tracks affecting
Hong Kong are shown in Figure 2.3.
Though the above description is basically correct, it is rather a
simplified scheme. In the seasonal picture, the trade wind belts expand
poleward from spring until mid-summer, then retrograde equatorward.
Correspondingly, the long westward tracks are found mainly in mid-summer.
Early and late season motion may be directly poleward from the start but
soom acquires an eastward component of motion.
Upon attaining the sub-tropics, tropical cyclone tracks are severely
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influenced by surrounding extratropical circulations of large size. When
strong upper troughs extend deep into the low latitudes, tropical cyclones are
drawn out of the tropics early on their eastern side, that is, they will recurve
at lower latitudes. With flat east-west flow of the westerlies, westward moving
tropical cyclones may sustain their westward movement for a much longer
distance and they may never recurve. Given only weak flow between
easterlies and westerlies in the sub-tropics, a tropical cyclone, without any
forcing mechanism acting on it, may become almost stationary for days, in a
state of indeterminacy.
Figure 2.3 Typical tracks of Tropical Cyclones which affect Hong Kong
(Source: Notes on the Displays in Exhibition Hall, 1987, ROHK)
In addition, if there are two spatially proximate tropical cyclones
coexist together, they will affect each other (Brand, 1970; Jarrell, 1978)
Hence the movement of them may not follow the above description. In the
Western North Pacific, binary interaction4 between spatially proximate
tropical cyclones is not infrequent. According to the records of tropical
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cyclone tracks maintained on magnetic tape at the National Hurricane Center,
the United States, storm pairs subject to binary interaction averaged 1.5
annually over the Western North Pacific. Through laboratory experiments
and geophysical observations, Fujiwhara (1923, 1931) studied the interaction
of adjacent vortices. These studies demonstrated that relative motion was
composed of counterclockwise revolution of one vortex about the other and
that there was a tendency for the approach of circulations with the same
sense of rotation. In meteorological application, this is commonly referred to
as the Fujiwhara effect.
In fact, forecasting the movement of tropical cyclone is, thus, at the
same time, one of the most rewarding and difficult tasks the meteorologists
have to face.
2.2 Nature of the Problem in Forecasting Typhoon Track
Meteorology, as a science, is rather a young subject of only a hundred
years old. Progress has been slow and tedious. Indeed, there are still many
unanswered questions in meteorology, especially in the field of tropical
meteorology where tropical cyclone is one of the major study area.
Tropical cyclone has its unique properties which pose the forecaster
with many problems. Tropical cyclone, itself, is a macroscale event, usually
its circulation covers an area with diameter of several hundred kilometers
but its impact is of mesoscale which covers an area with diameter of only tens
of kilometers. As a result, accurate prediction, with magnitude of errors
within tens of kilometers of such a system, seems to be difficult.
Furthermore, tropical cyclone is basically an ocean storm conceived in
a barotropic5 environment, from the outset dependent upon fluxes of heat
from a warm ocean surface to maintain its destructive potential. However,
when the tropical cyclone has achieved maturity, it may outrun its barotropic
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environment and draw upon baroclinic6 sources to circulate moisture-poor
air, through its heat engine rapidly enough to supply the latent heat required
to sustain its structure and fury, even while moving over cold water and
sometimes great distance inland.
The major destructive potential at the coast is due to a combination of
inundation from storm surge and of high winds. Most of the damage and
loss of life being confirmed to a coastal area within 80- 100 kilometers of
landfall. In addition, important destructive by-products, such as flash, river
flooding and tornadoes, may occur far inland before the arrival of sustained
gale- or hurricane-force winds.
Since a tropical cyclone clusters most of its destructive potential
narrow around its low-pressure centre, the forecaster has to seek greater
precision in predicting the track of this centre, and this is quite different from
other macroscale weather event.
The advisory for tropical cyclone approaching coastal area must at
least contain five elements (Simpson and Richl, 1981), they are:
- the current position, strength and movement
- the predicted time and position at landfall
- the strength at landfall
- peak typhoon tides and areas of inundation
- specific warnings for the coastal areas at risk
Among them, the most critical are the predictions of position and
strength at landfall. If these two are known, the remainder can be easily
derived from data supplied by the typhoon-monitering facilities, for example,
reconnaissance aircraft, weather satellite and radar. A small shift in expected
landfall position, as shown in Figure 2.4a, can quickly change the
requirements for evacuation and for other emergency-preparedness
measures. In Figure 2.4b, the shift from predicted landfall position will bring
a rapid increase in wind force during its last twelve hours, and it can
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sometimes double the peak-surge heights.
Figure 2.4a An example of the shift in coastal danger zone, the predicted
direction of typhoon movement, 24 hours before landfall,
differs from the observed track by 10°.
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The prediction of changes in typhoon strength depends primarily
upon diagnostic reasoning guided by successive measurements of central
pressure by aircraft and by the changes in typhoon cloud patterns observed
by weather satellites that can be related both directly and empirically to
changes in strength of the system (Riehl and Simpson, 1981).
For the South China coast, where it is Hong Kong's area of concern,
most typhoons approach from the southeast7, so they have passed the
Philippines before entering the South China Sea. Before their passages
across the Philippines, they are usually at their peak strength, during their
passages over the island, they will weaken appreciably, then after they have
entered the South China Sea, they will re-intensify a little bit again8.
Nevertheless, when most typhoons come close to the coast, they are usually
not at their full strength9. Therefore, it seems that the change in strength of
typhoons near the South China coast does not pose serious problems to
forecaster.
On the other hand, predicting typhoon movement has always become
the focus of concern to the forecasters, and development of forecast methods
is continuously under investigation.
2.3 Development of Forecast Technique
Typhoon movement was once regarded conceptually as the response
of a vortex to a steering current( Simpson and Pielke, 1960). Most forecast
decision making was centred around the identification of the steering level
and the reasoning about changes that could modify the steering and future
track of the system.
In the 1940s, Grady Norton used the wind direction and speed at the
top of the typhoon as an index to the movement of the vortex( Norton, 1949
). However, the three-dimensional typhoon circulation must move
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dynamically as a complex response to the resultant forces imposed
throughout the entire storm volume by the environment interacting with the
vortex.
In 1956, H. Richl proposed a model to provide objective prediction of
movement, and this was one of the earliest models( Riehl, Haggard and
Sanborn, 1956). Riehl considered that the best available index to steering
the typhoon is the geostrophic flow of the environment at the level of non-
divergence( 4- 6 kilometers). He computed zonal and meridional
components of geostrophic wind from 500-mb analyses using a rectangular
grid superimposed on the vortex. These data were used as inputs to a
regression based upon historic typhoon cases to obtain the westward and
northward components of displacement for the ensuing 24-hour period.
During the late 1950s and early 1960s, the search for methods less
sensitive to subjective analysis led to the use of statistical screening
procedures to select predictors from surface charts( Veigas, Miller and
Howe, 1958). This produced a model that displayed good skill with
westward moving typhoons.
In 1969, the first primitive equation model was developed by Stanley
Rosenthal and Richard Anthes (Anthes, 1972). In 1973, after a number of
investigators had conducted successful experiments using primitive equation
models, the National Weather Service of the United States inaugurated a
research programme to develop an operational three-dimensional typhoon
model (Anthes, 1973).
Now, there are various techiques in predicting typhoon tracks and
they will be discussed in the next section.
2.4 Objective Forecast Techniques
Basically, forecast methods of tropical cyclone movement can be
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classified as subjective and objective forecast method.
Subjective forecast method (this can also be called empirical method)
refers to the subjective forecasts made by the forecaster on duty. The
method refers to position prediction from a track making use of his/her own
plot by subjective estimates of experienced forecasters( Hope and Neumann,
1977). The outcome may not be the same as the objective data suggest.
Nevertheless, there are certain rules that the forecaster may follow in making
his subjective prediction. The first one is Rossby Effect. When the tropical
cyclone is quasi-stationary, it will have a poleward drift by 10 latitude in 30
hours( Rossby, 1949). The second one is Pressure Change Outside
Circulation (Bell and Lam, 1980). If the pressure change outside-circulation
is large, it may turn the tropical cyclone at right angles to the line connecting
the isallobaric10 centre and the cyclone centre. The third one is Interaction(
Brand, 1970 Jarrell, 1978). Interaction effect can be observed in two
different forms, one is interaction with another tropical cyclone, and the
other is interaction with land. The fourth one is Recurvature( Bell and Lam,
1980). Tropical cyclone sometimes recurves either when the westerly
trough approaches or the sub-tropical high retreats.
However, there is a trend that these subjective rules will turn objective,
that is, equations are derived to deal with the above situation and by
electronic computer, the effects can be calculated.
On the other hand, there are a large number of different objective
forecast techniques. Among all, the simplest one is Persistence( or
Continuity). It just extrapolates the past movement of the tropical cyclone,
and it has long been recognized as a valuable tool in typhoon forecasting.
Colon( 1953) has investigated the usefulness of persistence in forecasting
the motion of tropical cyclones. He found that extrapolation usually gave
satisfactory results in the conservative easterly trade-wind belt, especially
south of 20°N, where persistence verified about 80 percent of the time.
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However, this method fails rapidly in the latitude of normal recurvature,
where neither the influence of the easterlies nor the westerlies is
predominant. In addition, in the latitude north of 35°N, tropical cyclones are
subject to rapid acceleration, and persistence often fails to yield a satisfactory
forecast.
Among other objective forecast methods, track prediction can be
divided into the following three categories( Hope and Neumann, 1977): the
analog method, the regression method and numerical (dynamical) methods.
However, the first two categories are based on statistics.
The analog method basically uses the concept of climatology, that is,
tropical cyclones forming within the same general area and at the same time
of the year show a tendency to follow preferred paths as indicated by an
examination of typhoon tracks( Tannehill, 1938). The Royal Observatory of
Hong Kong also adopts this concept and uses methods such as Climatology
and?( P+ C) in track prediction. Besides, some analog methods use the
partial track of the current typhoon to select similar tracks from an historic
file, and the most representative one is HURRAH (Hope and Neumann, 1970
)•
The regression equation method uses a regression equation to relate
predicted positions to a large number of input variables. The regression
equation is obtained by the statistical analysis of past typhoon tracks, and one
of the typical example of this type is CLIPER (CLImatology and PERsistence
Neumann, 1972).
The large number of tropical cyclones with anomalous motion
characteristics have highlighted inherent weaknesses in the purely statistical
systems and given impetus to the development of dynamical and statiscal-
dynamical models. The most basic concept used in numerical( dynamical)
model is steering( Dunn and Miller, 1960). The movement of a tropical
cyclone is, to a large extent, determined by the direction and speed of the
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basic current in which it is embedded in, and this current is known as
steering current. Furthermore, to approximate the steering current on the
vortex of the tropical cyclone, the basic flow at more than one level has to be
evaluated in order to select the level that is most representative of the mean
flow from sea level to the top of the typhoon circulation, and in this sense,
the use of upper-air data is very important.
The first dynamical model was developed by Fred Sandas and Robert
Burpee, and it was known as SANBAR. This barotropic model computes
pressure-weighted mean winds for the layer 1,000 to 100 mb, from which
stream functions are generated and used as inputs to the prediction model.
On the other hand, in 1969, the first three-dimensional equation model was
developed by Stanley Rosental and Richard Anthes (Anthes, 1972).
However in the 1970s, statistical-dynamical forecasting has been
rapidly developed. It used the predicted values of pressure, height, vorticity,
flow lines, etc. as predictors to predict the future position of the tropical
cyclone in the form of a regression equation. There are mainly two types of
model used:
1. NHC 73 (Neumann and Lawrence, 1973 and 1975)
It is a modified model of NHC 64, NHC 67 and. NHC 72 used. by the
American National Hurricane Center. NHC 73 combined the three sub-
systems: CLIPER, steering and synoptic prediction into a single system, and
then used regression to forecast the future position of the tropical cyclone.
2. Statistical Numerical Forecasting Technique( SNT SNT)
It is one of the method used in Japan. It used the 24-hour forecast
position as predictor and found another 87 predictors to present the state
and characteristic of the typhoon, and 12-hour, 24-hour, 36-hour and 48-
hour forecasts are then produced.
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2 .5 Merits and shortcomings of the Various Objective Forecast Techniques
For each type of method, it has its own credits and shortcomings, and
it may depend on when and where this type of technique is adopted.
As stated in the above section, the objective techniques basically fall
into three categories, it is rather difficult to directly compare the performance
between the three categories. Each type has its own limitations, and the
performance depends on the situation or condition in which it is used. So,
direct comparison of forecast errors between these techniques are not very
meaningful. Therefore, to compare the performance of the various objective
techniques, they are usually compared with those of the same category.
Numerical( Dynamical) models are, on the other hand, more
complex. They usually involve many hydrodynamic equations of motions,
and they can give better result in predicting anomalous typhoon since they
are based on the physical properties of tropical cyclones. However, there are
a number of drawbacks. Due to the complexity of this kind of model, the
computation time is very long. In addition, some of the physical properties
of tropical cyclone are not yet fully understood. Therefore, the models
cannot completely simulate the motion of tropical cyclone. Also, these
models often require upper-air data for forecasting purposes, but on many
occasions, these are incomplete or even missing altogether, so it may be
necessary to depend upon the less representative surface data. This problem
may be exaggerated by sparse observations in large ocean area where this is
typical in the Western North Pacific Ocean.
The analog method has the advantage of simple. data input, fast
calculation, and reasonably good results( Neumann and Hope, 1972 Jarrel
and Wagoner, 1973). As a result, this method has been widely adopted in
many places( Hope and Neumann, 1977). In addition, it can identify areas
which have a certain probability( for example, 50% or 75%) to be struck by
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a typhoon. On the other hand, there are a number of shortcomings. As
stated, the analog method uses the concept of climatology, it is not capable to
deal with those typhoons with highly anomalous movement, since too few
analogs are available for computing track positions on such occasions.
The regression method is also a relatively simple method, it has the
advantage of adding or reducing any input variables as desired, but it is
difficult to assign physical meaning to the regression coefficients( Chan and
Cope, 1985). Furthermore, the increase of input variables may not
necessarily be improving the accuracy of the results, and the variables may
not be stable for different typhoons.
HURRAH belongs to the category of the analog method, its merits and
shortcomings will further be discussed in Chapter 3.
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Notes:
1 The movement of tropical cyclone is governed by the general flow pattern
around it, and the tropical cyclone is said to be steered by this flow.
.2• It is referred to the change of a tropical cyclone moving course 300
clockwise as defined by the Royal Observatory of Hong Kong (1978.
3. It is calculated from the number of typhoon approach from a particular
direction divided by the total number of typhoon which caused the Royal
.Observatory of Hong Kong to hoist the No.8 Gale Signal or above.
4• It is defined as two coexisting tropical cyclones, separated at some point
by less than 1,334 kilometers and with associated maximum surface winds of
both systems of at least 18 miles per hour.
b• A barotropic environment is one in which the density depends only in the
pressure, O= (P), so that isobaric surfaces are also surfaces of constant
density.
6• A baroclinic atmosphere refers to an atmosphere in which density
depends on both the temperature and the pressure, p= (P, T).
7. See page 17 of the same chapter.
8 This is quite a regular pattern from the typhoons presented in Tropical
Cyclone Summaries, 1969 -1987.
9 When the typhoon approaches the coast, they will usually weaken by
taking the continental air mass into its circulation.
10• Isallabaric is the adjective of isallobar which means the line connecting
points on a weather map having the same barometric change.
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CHAPTER 3
HURRAN AS AN OBJECTIVE FORECAST METHOD
3.1 What is HURRAN?
HURRAN is the abbreviation of HURRicane ANalog. It was first
developed by Hope and Neumann at the National Hurricane Center in Miami
prior to the 1969 hurricane season. It was based on a statistical study done
by Haggard et al. in 1965 of the probability a hurricane would invade the
Cape Kennedy space craft launching site and was a byproduct of the
American space project( Haggard, 1965). This technique attempts to make
maximum possible use of past tracks of Atlantic tropical storms and
hurricanes since 1886 (Hope and Neumann, 1969). The complete record of
all storms is stored on magnetic tape and all those with designated
characteristics in common with an existing storm are identified. These
characteristics relate to the geographical location, direction and speed of
movement, and the date. The appropriate cases having been identified are
listed, and their six hourly positions from the initial -hour to 72 hour are
computed. Finally, probability ellipses assuming a bivariate normal
distribution of the latitude and longitude components, are computed from
the arrays at 12, 24, 36, 48 and 72 hours after the initial time.
3.2 Adoption of HURRAN in This Study
In Hong Kong, various objective techniques are adopted by the Royal
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Observatory, such as regression, 2( P+ C), Veigas-Miller, Control-point
method, etc.1, while HURRAN has not been tried.( Table 3.1 gives a brief
description of the HURRAN method and those objective techniques employed
by the Royal Observatory of Hong Kong.) Nevertheless, HURRAN has been
tried in many other places except Hong Kong. It was used experimentally
during the 1969 hurricane season and on an operational basis during the
1970 season for the hurricanes in the North Atlantic Ocean( Hope and
Neumann, 1970). Also, the idea of HURRAN was used in forecasting tropical
cyclone motion over the Northeastern Pacific Ocean( Jarrell, Mauck and
Renard, 1974), and the name of the method was known as EPANALOG(
North Eastern Pacific ANALOG Tropical Cyclone Tracker). In the Western
North Pacific, a typhoon analog approach has also been used in 1970
Hodge and McKay, 1970), and it was subsequently modified and used in
1973 by the joint Typhoon Warning Center (Jarrell and Somervell, 1970 and
Jarrell and Wagoner, 1973). In addition, it gave rise to an attempt to develop
the analog approach for forecasting the tropical cyclones in Bay of Bengal(
Gupta and Datta, 1971), and the name of the model was known as INJAH74.
In these places, HURRAN itself proves to be a valuable objective technique
and the result is satisfactory, with the mean displacement errors under 200
kilometres for the 24-hour forecast under 400 kilometres for the 48-hour
forecast and under 650 kilometres for the 72-hour forecast2.
In this study, HURRAH is adopted as an objective forecast tool with
thorough consideration of a number of factors.
First, numerical method is now widely used in the United States, and
the results seem to be good, however, it is not suitable in this study due to
the following reasons:
1. It requires complete data from surface to upper-air obervations in
making such forecast where it is not available from the Royal
Observatory of Hong Kong in this study.
Table 3.1 A Summary of Objective Forecast Techniques in Hong Kong
DescriptionForecast Technique
It makes use of the past movement of the tropical cyclone to give thePersistence
prediction of future movement. It assumes that tropical cyclone
travels in straight line, and the future position is just simply an
extrapolation of the past movement.
Climatology It assumes that tropical cyclones forming within the same general area
and at the same time of the year follow similar paths. However, it is
often represented in different ways in different forecast centres. In
the Royal Observatory, Hong Kong, it is represented by the
climatological modal direction of movement and mean speed computed by
Chin( 1958).
It is a combination of Persistence and Climatology. Instead of1/2( P+ C)
assuming that a tropical cyclone will move in the same direction and
with the same speed as most of the past storms which occurred in the
same locality and at the same time of the year regardless of its
current and past movements, the effect of the climatological influence
is supposed to deflect a storm from its present track towards a
climatological average direction. The amount of deflection is
multiplied by a factor of 1/2 to the predicted position by
extrapolation.
It is a modified scheme of the conventional 1/2( P+ C).Modified (P+ C)
Persistence extrapolated from the past 12-hour movement, is combined
with different proportions of the climatology computed.
It uses surface data exclusively to derive a series of multipleVeigas-Miller
regression equations for the prediction of tropciaL cyclone. It also
uses a grid system extending over a longitude of 60° and a latitude of
30°. The grid computations result in an estimate of the steering
derived from sea-level pressures.
It is based on a high correlation between the wind direction atControl-Point
certain points in the upper air near the circulation and the
subsequent direction of movement of the centre. The criterion for the
selection of the 'Control-Point' is completely arbitrary, and usually,
either the 500 mb or 700 mb level is taken as the 'Control-Point'.
It is in fact not a method by itself, it is a kind of statisticalRegression
procdeure in predicting the movement of tropical cyclone. It may be
used by other methods in making forecast. It uses a number of
predictors, which may include from purely surface obervations to
complete upper-air data, to give a multiple regression equation.
However, the predictors that the Royal Observatory is now using are
not known.
It is a kind of analog model, using the time and area of occurrence,HURRAN
speed, and direction of movement of the tropical cyclone as selection
criteria to find the appropriate historical typhoons as analogs to the
existing one. The paths of the analogs found will be adjusted and
composited to give the predicted position of the existing storm.
Basically, it is the same with the conventional HURRAN method, but itModified HURRAN
differs in the selection criteria, the amount of historical typhoon
data, the method of adjustment and composition of tracks.
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2. In the Western North Pacific, the ocean area is much larger than
the Atlantic, and there are not enough stations or reports
supplying a complete data set for numerical analysis. Therefore,
numerical method is limited by the sparse observations in the
Western North Pacific( Chen and Cope, 1985).
Second, regression method has long been used by the Royal
Observatory, and the performance of those methods under the regression
category has been analyzed. So, it is not very meaningful to test the
regression method again in this study.
Third, among those techniques using the concept of climatology, the
mean forecast error of HURRAH is one of the smallest. In Taiwan, HURRAN
has also been used and compared with other objective techniques including
CLIPER, PC and ANALOG( CWB-81 )3. This approach showed that the mean
forecast error of the HURRAN method was smaller than those of the other
three methods and the mean error of the PC method appeared to be the
largest among them (Shich, Liu and Wang, 1986). In Hong Kong, there are a
number of objective techniques using the concept of climatology, however,
HURRAN has not been tried.
Based on these studies, it is believed that HURRAN may be tried in
Hong Kong, and it can be further modified to produce a better result..
3.3 Performance of HURRAN
Though HURRAH has been adopted in various places for a number of
years, not many systematic studies have been conducted to examine its
performance and to compare it with other different objective forecast
methods.
For the Western North Pacific area, a preliminary study on the
application of typhoon track objective forecast methods used in Taiwan has
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been conducted (Shieh, Liu and Wang, 1986). It tried to examine and
analyze the various typhoon track forecast methods which have been used to
predict typhoons occurred in the Western North Pacific Ocean in 1959-1977.
The performances of HURRAN, CLIPER, PC and ANALOG( CWB-81) have
been compared.
The study area was bounded by 10°N, 40°N 110°E and 150°E. From
1959 to 1977, a total of 120 typhoons occurred in this area and they served as
the data base then the mean vector errors`, right angle error5 and deviation
error6 were calculated.
The results showed that the mean vector errors of HURRAN are
smallest among the four methods in all prediction period, that was, included
12-hour, 24-hour, 36-hour, 48-hour, 60-hour and 72-hour forecasts( see
table 3.2). For right angle error, except the 24-hour forecast, HURRAN was
the smallest among all( see table 3.3). For deviation angle error (both left
and right), HURRAN, once again, was smallest among all (see table 3.4a and
b).
Table 3.2 Vector Errors (in km) of HURRAN as Compared with Other









( Source: Shieh, S. L., Liu, F. C. and Wang, C. S., 1986, Preliminary Study
on the Application of Typhoon Track Objective Forecasting
Methods Used for Taiwan and Its Vicinity Area, Meteorological
Bulletin, 1986, Vol-32, No.6, p.81, Figure 10a.)
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Table 3.3 Right Angle Errors of HURRAN as Compared with Other
Objective Technique






(Source: Shich, S. L., Liu, F. C. and Wang, C. S., 1986, Preliminary Study
on the Application of Typhoon Track Objective Forecasting
Methods Used for Taiwan and Its Vicinity Area, Meteorological
Bulletin, 1986, Vol-32, No.6, p.81, Figure 10b.)
Table 3.4a Left Deviation Errors (in degree) of HURRAH as Compared







( Source: Shich, S, Liu, F. C. ad Wang, C. S., 1986, Preliminary Study on
the Application of Typhoon Track Objective Forecasting
Methods Used for Taiwan and Its Vicinity Area, Meteorological
Bulletin, 1986, Vol-32, No.6, p.81, Figure 10c.)
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Table 3.4b Right Deviation Errors (in degree) of HURRAN as Compared







( Source: Shich, S, Liu, F. C. ad Wang, C. S., 1986, Preliminary Study on
the Application of Typhoon Track Objective Forecasting
Methods Used for Taiwan and Its Vicinity Area, Meteorological
Bulletin, 1986, Vol-32, No.6, p.81, Figure 10d.)
In another study, the basic HURRAN, the modified single weighting
and double weighting methods?, and least squares curve fitting method8 were
examined and studied( Chen and Cope, 1985). Error statistics for these
methods were compiled using Western North Pacific typhoons for 1976 and
1978 as sample years. The data base used as a source of analog typhoons
consisted of all Western North Pacific typhoons over 1959-1978 omitting the
sample years 1976 and 1978. To evaluate the performance of the different
methods, three aspects were considered, they were stability, accuracy and
bias.
With respect to accuracy, HURRAN was the most accurate predictor
see table 3.5). With respect to stability, HUMAN showed fairly stable
behaviour over 1976 and 1978. With respect to bias, HURRRAN and the
single weighting method showed stable behaviour, that was, they did not
show much variation in both latitudinal and longitudinal bias( see table 3.6).
From the above studies, it seems that HURRAN is rather a valuable tool
in predicting typhoon tracks, however, it can still be improved and modified,
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especially in the volume of the data base and the criteria of the selection of
analog.
In general, the variations between analog models fall into three areas (
Jarrell, Mauck and Renard, 1975):
1. the criteria used to select analog typhoons
2. the adjustment of differences between the current typhoon and the
analog typhoon and
3. the composition of the adjusted analog tracks to a single position.
As a result, HURRAH is modified according to the above criteria.
Table 3.5 Summary of Accuracy Statistics from different methods.
DWSWHURRANLeast Squares*
76 78 76 78 76 78 76 78
0.74 0.800.63 0.710.50 0.590.51 0.76A12
0.98 1.170.81 1.110.61 1.000.85 1.02Bhrs
2.30 2.931.59 2.480.97 1.871.35 2.43AB
1.18 1.361.21 1.481.06 2.171.03 1.6124 A
1.76 2.231.72 2.211.55 1.78Bhrs
6.53 9.576.51 10.235.17 6.546.10 10.83AB
1.53 2.122.12 2.541.84 1.801.52 2.6136 A
2.77 3.252.76 3.472.91 2.802.94 3.49hrs B
14.04 28.63 16.80 15.81 18.40 27.69 13.33 21.68.AB
*Linear 3-point
A, B= semi minor, semi major axes(degree) for 50% probability ellipse.
irAB= area of 50% ellipse.
( Source: Chen, S. Y. and Cope, D. K., 1985, The Comparison of Error
Statistics Among Analog Typhoon Track Prediction Models,
Meteorological Bulletin, Volume 31, No.3, p.139, Table 19.)
1.88 2.1
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Table 3.6 Summary of Bias from different methods
DWSWHURRANLeast Squares*
76 78 76 78 76 78 76 78
0.03 -0.01 -0.03 -0.04 -0.24 -0.20 0.59 0.3812 Dy
0.27 0.18 0.25 0.16 -0.09 -0.10 0.03 -0.35hrs Dx
0.03 -0.02 -0.16 -0.17 -0.56 -0.42 0.77 0.4924 Dy
0.93 0.59 0.73 0.50 -0.11 -0.08 0.15 -0.47hrs Dx
0.10 -0.05 -0.51 -0.49 -0.80 -0.78 0.56 0.2036 Dy
1.94 1.22 0.86 0.73 -0.27 -0.20 -0.04 -0.59hrs Dx
*Linear 3-point
Dx, Dy - mean errors(degree)
(Source: Chen, S. Y. and Cope, D. K., 1985, "The Comparison of Error
Statistics Among Analog Typhoon Track Prediction Models",
Meteorological Bulletin, Volume 31, No.3, p.139, Table 20.)
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Notes:
1. see Note 6, Chapter 1.
2. It is a general description of the performance of these methods, for more
details, the following articles can be referred: Brand, S., Long, J. M., Blelloch,
J. W. and Hamilton, G. D., 1975, A Tropical Cyclone Analog Program for the
North Indian Ocean, Monthly Weather Review, Volume 103, No. 3, pp.258-
261. Jarrell, J. D., Mauck, C. J. and Renard, R. J., 1975, Forecasting Tropical
Cyclone Motion over the Northeastern Pacific Ocean by an Analog Scheme,
Monthly Weather Review, Volume 103, No.8, pp.674-684.
3- CWB-81 refers to the Operational Scheme adopted by Central Weather
Bureau of Taiwan.
4• mean vector error= mean radial error
b• right angle error= mean distance from predicted position to closest point
on true path
6• deviation error= mean of absolute value of heading different to true and
predicted positions
?• The modified single weighting method uses the ranking of the analogs tc
weight the more similar typhoons more heavily. The double weighting
method combines both the rank weighting of tracks and the inclusion of
persistence.
8. Least squares fits for lat/long positions of the most recent several points
as polynomials in the time, and these polynomials were then used to predict





In this study, the tropical cyclones occurred during 1981 to 1985 will
be used as experimental data to test the performance of the modified
HURRAN method in forecasting typhoon tracks. The latitudinal
errors, longitudinal errors, displacement errors, right angle errors and
deviation errors of the 24-hour, 48-hour and 72-hour forecasts will be fully
analyzed in order to test the accuracy, stability and bias of this method. On
the other hand, the results will be compared with the conventional HURRAN
method. In this way, the potential of the HURRAN method as an objective
forecasting tool can further be developed and evaluated.
In addition, Cheng( 1986) has performed a study in which he has
compared the displacement errors of 24-hour, 48-hour and 72-hour forecasts
produced by the various objective techniques used in Hong Kong. The
historical typhoon data and experimental data used in his study is similar to
this one, therefore, the performance of the modified method can further be
compared with those objective techniques employed in Hong Kong.
4.2 Modifications of HURRAN method
4.2.1 Introduction
HURRAN method has been frequently used in the United States and
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Taiwan. According to the different geographical location of the two places,
the HURRAN method used in these places is somewhat different. In Hong
Kong, the geographical location and the information of typhoon data are also
different from the above two places, as a result, the HURRAN method adopted
is slightly modified in order to be more relevant in this study. The HURRAN
method is modified in the following aspects:
1. the amount of historical typhoon data
2. criteria of selection of analogs
3. adjustment and composition of analog tracks
4.2.2 Data Volume
It is agreed that the more the historical typhoon data, the more
effective the HURRAN method( Hope and Neumann, 1970). Although,
HURRAH basically uses the concept of climatology, it is better than any
method purely based on climatology. The term climatology implies
normality, HURRAN works equally well with anomalous storms simply by
rejecting all of the normal storm tracks. As the historic data file increases
from year to year, additional anomalous storms will be included in the data
base, thereby increasing the effectiveness of the method( Hope and
Neumann, 1970).
The HURRAH technique requires that positions be available every six
hours. In Taiwan, the historical typhoon data contained positions of typhoon
from 1959 to 1977 at 6-hour interval, and no interpolation of typhoon
positions are required (Shieh, Liu and Wang, 1986). In the United States,
the historical data contained positions of storms back to 1886 at either 12-
hour or 24-hour intervals, the 12-hour positions being limited to post-1930
storms, so a linear interpolation subroutine was used to define the 6-hour
positions( Hope and Neumann, 1970). However, for accelerating or
recurving storms, linear interpolation introduced serious problems. These
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involved accepting some storms that probably should have been rejected
because they did not meet the speed and direction criteria, or, conversely,
rejecting some storms that should have been accepted. To offset this
difficulty, a nonlinear interpolation scheme was devised( Hope and
Neumann, 1970).
In this study, the historical typhoon data contains positions of storms
from 1884 to 1980. From 1884 to 1958, the positions are at 24-hour interval
from 1959 onwards, the positions are at 6-hour interval. As a result,
interpolation is needed to compute the intermediate 6-hour positions for the
data before 1959. In this case, linear interpolation is used, not only because
of its simplicity, but also it is enough to deal with recurving typhoons
occurred below 30°N (as stated in Chapter 1, the upper and lower limits of
the study area is bounded by 100 and 30°N.). Although, most typhoons
accelerate after recurvature, they usually take place at a latitude above 35°N.
Thus, linear interpolation can be accepted.
4.2.3 Selection Criteria
The basic criteria for the selection of analogs are: distance, date, speed
and heading.
It is evident that the method of HURRAN often picks analogs from
synoptic situations that have much in common with the current synoptic
picture. This is considered to be a substantial contributing factor to the
success of this technique( Hope and Neumann, 1970). As a result, the more
the selection criteria, the more similar the analog chosen. So, some
additional criteria can be added in order to improve the performance of the
HURRA.N method. These include acceleration and intensity.
In this study, acceleration is not included as one of the selection
criteria. It is because in calculating the acceleration of the typhoon, a, at a
particular position, the following equation is used:
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where vt is velocity at time t
vt-l is velocity at time t-1
and v is calculated by the following equation:
where xt, xt-1 are positions(latitude) at time t and t-l respectively,
yt, yt-l are positions(longitude) at time t and t -I respectively.
Since the accuracy of of velocity depends on the length of time, 1, as
stated.in section 4.2.1, the data before 1959 is estimated at a time interval of
24 hours, so errors moist in the estimation of velocity since the calcuation of
acceleration is based on velocity, so the magnitude of errors may be very
large. As a result, acceleration may not be useful in the selection of analogs.
Therefore, this is not included in the selection criteria.
Finally, only intensity is included as an additional selection criterion in
this study. Usually, the intensity of a tropical cyclone is reflected by the
pressure at its centre, but the data available for this study does not contain
the necessary value. Nevertheless, it is found that the maximum sustained
wind near the centre of tropical cyclone is highly correlated with the central
pressure( Hsu, 1982), and it is available in the historical typhoon data
hence, it can be used to represent the intensity of tropical cyclone in this
study.
Afterall, the final selection criteria chosen in the modified HURRAN
method includes: distance, date, speed, heading and intensity. The details of
them are described below.
Distance
In the United. States, the radius of the acceptance circle, that was,
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distance of historical storm from the existing one, was within 21/2°. In
Taiwan, the radius used was 5° instead. In this study, 21/2° was used because
the data volume was much larger than the case of Taiwan so that sufficient
analogs could be selected even if the radius of acceptance circle was
shortened.
Date
In Taiwan, the historical storm must be within 30 days before or after
the current date of the existing storm in the United States, this number was
reduced to 15 and in this study, 15 days was chosen. The explanation was
the same as above.
Speed
Let Dv be the speed difference between current and historical
typhoons and v be the speed of the current typhoon, then the analog must
satisfy the following (Shieh, Liu and Wang, 1986):
Dv < 5 knots if v 10 knots
Dv < 10 knots if 10 knots= v= 20 knots
Dv < 15 knots ifv>20 knots
Heading
Heading was calculated from the vector velocity. The vector velocity
was based on the vector difference between the current and preceding 6
hours position. The analogs selected must have a heading within 22.5
degrees of either side of the heading of the existing storm.
Intensi
Intensity was not used as a selection criterion in the United States and
Taiwan. In this study, the maximum sustained wind speed near the centre of
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the tropical cyclone is used to represent the intensity, and the analog must
satisfy the followings:
where Ip is the maximum sustained wind speed of the present typhoon
and Ih is the maximum sustained wind speed of the analog typhoon.
4.2.4 Adjustment of Analog Tracks to Current Position of Storm
The method of adjustment in this study is the same as the case in
Taiwan. The HURRAH technique uses a simple method of adjustment. It
takes the point which is closest to the current position to be the best
position and translates the historical track until the best position.. coincides
with the current typhoon position, and it is shown in Figure 4.1.








( Source: Chen, S.Y. and Cope, D.K., The Comparison of Error Statistics
among Analog Typhoon Track Prediction Models,
Meteorological Bulletin, 1985, Vol-31, No.3, p.127.)
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4.2.5 Composition of Tracks
Again, it is the same to the case in Taiwan. After adjustment to the
current position of the existing storm, each historical track is combined with
the projected track of the existing storm based on the preceding 6 hours
position. The arithmetic mean of these positions is the final predicted
position for the current typhoon. The composition proceeds as follows:
The initial position of the composite track is the current position, and
new positions (at 6 hour intervals) on the composite track are formed by
adding position increments. Each position increment consists of two parts.
The first part is the last 6 hour position change of the current typhoon, and it
can be referred to as persistence. The second part is the analog track of
those historical storms selected and translated. Hope and Neumann (1970)
proved that if persistence is included over the first 36 hours, average
forecasting results will be improved. Including persistence after 36 hours
will have no effect on the forecast. Therefore, the initial weighting is almost
entirely persistence but the weighting shifts towards the climatological
component until it is entirely climatological at 36 hours and beyond. Shieh,
Liu and Wang(1985) modified the composition of analog tracks by weighting
those which were more similar to the current track more heavily. However,
this did not show any sign of improvement( Shieh, Liu and Wang, 1985).
Consequently, the method of composition of analog tracks is as follows:
Let(Xj,Yi),(Xj,Yj),( XP Yj) be the( longitude, latitude)
coordinates of the current track, historical track, and composite track




The predicted typhoon position X
N is the number of analog typhoons.
4.3 Data Set
4.3.1 Data Source
In this study, the data of historical tropical cyclones comes from two
sources( both are available at the Royal Observatory of Hong Kong):
1. Tropical Cyclone Climatology for the China Seas and the Western
Pacific( 1884- 1970), Volume 1: Basic data
2. Tropical Cyclone Summaries, 1971- 1985.
For the period 1884- 1970, it has been found necessary and
convenient to classify the tracks of tropical cyclones into two periods because
of the difference in the size of geographical area analyzed in the working
charts of pre-war and post-war years. The first period, 1884- 1946, falls in
the era of basic surface observations, and the positions and intensities of
tropical cyclones were nearly all estimates from surface wind and pressure
reports. During the second period, 1947- 1970, additional data from
reconnaissance aircraft have been utilized in the preparation of tropical
cyclone tracks and improvement, both in quality and quantity of surface
observations have resulted in a more precise determination of the intensity
and movement of all tropical disturbances.
Because of the heterogenous nature of the raw data from the various
source materials, the date-circle time of the tracks varied from time to time
but remained fixed at 0000h GMT after 1944. From 1961 to 1985, six-hourly
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intermediate positions were also included in all tracks, and this provides a
more uniform data base for analysis.
4.3.2 Data Adjustment
This study requires data from six-hourly intermediate tropical cyclone
positions in the area 5- 30°N, 105°- 140°R for the period 1884- 1985 in
preparing the data input for the original HURRAN and modified HURRAN
methods. The data include the latitude, longitude, intensity (in terms of
maximum sustained wind speed near the centre of the tropical cyclone) and
the occurred date of the tropical cyclone.
However, for the period 1884- 1946, only plotted tracks of tropical
cyclones at a 24-hour interval are presented, and the position (in terms of
latitude and longitude) has to be estimated manually. In this way, certain
treatments have to be done for the data for this period and they are listed as
follows:
1. The speed of the movement of tropical cyclone is assumed to be constant
within the 24-hour interval, as a result, the 6-hour intermediate position
is obtained by dividing the portion of the track between two date-circles
into four equal portions. Then, the latitude and longitude of these
positions are estimated manually..
2. There is no actual figure of the intensity of the tropical cyclones for this
period and. they only fall into one of the following two categories:
typhoon or tropical storm. Hence, a value has to be assigned to the
intensity of typhoon and tropical storm. Consequently, the value chosen
for tropical storm is 45 knots because it is about the mean value of
maximum sustained wind speed for tropical depression, tropical storm
and severe tropical storm and the value chosen for typhoon is 70 knots
not only because of convenience, but the criterion for intensity has the
flexibility to include almost all of the typhoons( refers to section 4.2.2).
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Besides, tropical cyclones so short lived, that is, the life cycle is shorter
than 24 hours, are deleted from the data base because forecast verifications
are precluded.
4.4 Computing Procedure
The above modified HURRAN method is performed by a computer
programme. The principles of the programme are represented by a flow
chart listed in Figure 4.2. The computer programme consists of three parts.
The first part makes use of all the selection criteria to find out the
analog tracks. The second part performs the adjustment and composition of
the analog tracks. The third part calculate the errors between the forecast
positions and the actual positions of the current typhoon.( The programme is
listed in Appendix 1.)
The above programme will run three times in order to test if the
modified HURRAN method shows any improvement in forecast typhoon
tracks.
At the beginning, the programme is run with the modified HURRAN
method as described in section 4.2. Then, it is run with the HURRAH method
which does not include intensity as a selection criterion. Finally, it is run
once again with historical typhoon data only from 1959 to 1977, which is the
data base used by the HURRAN method adopted in Taiwan.
In this way, we can justify if
1. the addition of the selection criterion, intensity, can make any
improvement in the performane of HURRAN method.
2. the effect of the increase in data volume can make any improvement
in the performance of HURRAN method.
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4.5 Analysis of Forecast Error
To justify if the two expectations are accepted, as stated in the
objectives of this study, the forecast errors obtained from the above
computing procedure have to be fully analyzed.
In fact, there will be three sets of results:
Set 1. forecast errors produced by the modified HURRAN method
with intensity as a selection criterion.
Set 2. forecast errors produced by the modified HURRAN method
without including intensity as a selection criterion.
Set 3. forecast errors produced by the HURRAN method using
historical typhoon data from 1959 to 1977.
The forecast errors computed include: the mean latitudinal errors,
longitudinal errors, displacement errors, right angle errors and deviation
errors.
Programs for detailed analyses in this section are selected from the
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSSX).
4.5.1 Justification of the first expectation
For comparing the accuracy of the results, displacement errors is
chosen to be compared since this parameter can directly reflect the
magnitude of errors from the various methods, paired t-test analysis is
adopted. As the experimental typhoon data and the computing procedure
are the same for the three cases, they can be considered as pair samples.
There are two null hypotheses to be tested.
1. There is no difference in the mean displacement errors between set
1and2.
2. There is no difference in the mean displacement errors between set
1 and 3
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If the mean displacement errors produced by set 1 and set Z are
significantly different from zero at the level of significance of 0.05, the null
hypothesis is rejected. If the first null hypothesis is rejected, it means that
intensity is a significant selection criterion in the modified HURRAN method.
If the mean displacement errors produced by set 1 and set 3 are
significantly different from zero at the level of significance of 0.05, the null
hypothesis is rejected. If the second null hypothesis is rejected, it means that
the increase of historical typhoon data is significant in reducing the
magnitude of displacement error.
The result of the testing of these hypotheses can be used to justify the
first expectation of this study.
4.5.2 Justification of the second expectation
To compare the displacement errors produced by the modified
HURRAN method and the various objective methods adopted by the Royal
Observatory, z-score can be computed since paired samples cannot be
obtained. Then the following hypothesis is tested.
The null hypothesis is there is no difference in the displacement error
produced by the modified HURRAN method and the modified (P+ C)
method( this is the method with the smallest displacement errors among the
objective techniques adopted by the Royal Observatory of Hong Kong.(
Cheng, 1986)).
The level of significance is set at 0.05. The observed significance level
can be calculated from the values of the z score. If xm and ym are sample
means of size NX and NY of two variables x and y respectively, which are come
from the same population. Then:
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where ad2 is the population variance
If the difference between the two sample means is significantly
different from zero at a significant level of 0.05, then the null hypothesis is
rejected.
4.5.3 Testing the stability of the modified HURRAH method
In order to examine the modified HURRAN method thoroughly, we
have to find if it provides a stable and unbias result. To test the stability of
this method, the forecast errors are stratified by year and one-way ANOVA is
employed. The null hypothesis is that there is no difference in displacement
errors among the experimental years. To test the hypothesis, the following
statistic is calculated.
variance among experimental years
variance within experimental years
In this study, the level of significance is set at 0.05.
Also, one-way ANOVA can be employed to study if there is any
difference in displacement errors for typhoons occurred in different month
or with different headings.
4.5.4 Testing of bias of the modified HURRAN method
To test if the modified HURRAN method does not show any latitudinal
or longitudinal bias, paired t-test can once again be employed to compare the
latitudinal and longitudinal errors. The null hypothesis is that there is no
difference between latitudinal and longitudinal errors. The level of
significance is set at 0.05.
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Finally, to test if the modified HURRAN method does not show any
bias towards the left or right of the actual position of the tropical cyclone, test
of difference of means between the left deviation error and right deviation
error is performed. The null hypothesis is that there is no difference
between the left and right deviation error.
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CHAPTER 5
FORECAST ERRORS PRODUCED BY THE MODIFIED HURRAN METHOD
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the results are produced by the modified HURRAN
method using 96 years of historical typhoon data and including intensity as
a selection criterion.
From 1884 to 1980, there were over 1500 tropical cyclones formed in
the Western North Pacific and the South China Sea. The number of historical
tropical cyclones moved into the study area and thus recorded in the data
base was above -1200. From 1981 to 1985, there were about 100 tropical
cyclones recorded within the study area and they are used as the
experimental data to test the performance of the modified HURRAN method.
Forecasts are made for the following three forecast periods. 24-hour, 48-hour
and 72-hour forecast.
For the 24-hour forecast, there are a total of 1349 forecast positions
made. For the 48-hour forecast, there are a total of 1206 forecast positions
made and for the 72-hour forecast, there are a total of 972 forecast positions
made. With the -lengthening of forecast period, fewer forecast positions are
produced because the tropical cyclones may move outside the study area or
make landfall and dissipate for the next 48 hours or 72 hours.
For each forecast, the latitudinal error, the longitudinal error, the
displacement error, the right angle error and the deviation error are
calculated. The following sections describe the results obtained, and the next
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chapter will give a detailed analysis and explanation of the results.
5.2 24-hour Forecast Errors
5.2.1 General Description of Results
The basic results of the 24-hour forecast by the modified HURRAN
method is summarized in Table 5.1.






60.861349 70.35Right Angle Error(km)
1349 -2.4987 18.4694Deviation Error(degree)
It is found that the mean longitudinal error is greater than the mean
latitudinal error. This suggests that this method produces a more reliable
indication of the meridionall than zonal2 displacements of tropical cyclones.
To test if the above is true, a paired t-test is performed. The t-value calculated
is -7.30, and it is found that the difference is significant at a level of 0.001.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the modified HURRAN method produces
a smaller latitudinal error than longitudinal error.
The mean displacement error of the 24-hour forecast is 118.82
kilometres. The value is quite small and it is always within the radius of the
gale zone of the tropical cyclones3, and it is substantially smaller than those
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produced by other methods adopted by the Royal Observatory in Hong Kong
( refer to Chapter 8 for details).
The mean right angle error is 70.35 kilometres, and it is small as
compared with the mean displacement error. The difference between the
two errors is 48.47 kilometres. If the difference is great, it means that the
displacement errors are largely due to an underestimation or overestimation
of the moving speed of tropical cyclone. If the magnitude of the right angle
error approaches the displacement error, it means that the estimation of the
speed of movement is rather accurate, and the magnitude of the displacement
error is largely due to the wrong prediction in the direction of movement.
However, no test can be performed to test the percentage of contribution of
each parameter. Nevertheless, in this case, the magnitude of the difference
between the two errors is small, and it seems that the displacement error is
contributed more by a wrong estimation of the speed rather than the
direction of the movement of tropical cyclone.
The mean deviation error of the 24-hour forecast is 2.50 to the left,
with standard deveiation of 18.47°. To test if there is any difference between
the left and right deviation errors, z-score is calculated. The value found is
30.40 and it is significant at the level of 0.001. So, it means that the
modified HURRAN method does produce forecast positions which have a
directional bias to the left.
5.2.2 Analysis of Forecast Errors Stratified by Year
The results of the forecast errors stratified by year are summarized in
Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3( Details are listed in Appendix 2).
To test if the modified HURRAN method is stable in forecasting
typhoon tracks, one-way analysis of variance is performed to test the
homogeneity of the variances of the results of the five sample years.
From Table 5.2, it shows that the means of all the five types of errors
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are not significantly different among the five sample years. Then, it suggests
that the modified HURRAN method gives rather stable results over the five
sample years in the 24-hour forecast of movement of tropical cyclones. Most
of the variations of the errors are within the year rather than among the year.
Figure 5.1 Mean Latitudinal and Longitudinal Errors( km) of 24 hour
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Figure 5.2 Mean Displacement and Right Angle Errors( km) of 24-hour
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Table 5.2One-way Analysis of Variance of Errors by, Year( 24-hour
Forecast)


















5.2.3 Analysis of Forecast Errors Stratified by Month
The forecast errors are then stratified by month and direction of
movement in order to show a clearer picture of the variances of the results.
In this way, different parameters which may affect the results can be found
and discussed.
The results of the forecast errors stratified by month are summarized
in Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6( Details are listed in Appendix 3).
Figure 5.4 Mean Latitudinal and Longitudinal Errors( km) of 24-hour
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Figure 5.5 Mean Displacement and Right Angle Errors( km) or 24-hour
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To test if the modified HURRAN method produces forecast errors
which vary for typhoons occurred in different months, one-way analysis of
variance is again performed to test the homogeneity of the variances of the
results. However, since the number of tropical cyclones occurred during the
first four months of the year are very few, these four months are aggregated
as one group in order to give enough number of data points that can be
compared with other months.
Table 5.3 One-way Analysis of Variance of Errors Stratified by Month (24-
hour)

















From Table 5.3, it is found that all the five types of errors are
singificantly different in different months, that is, there exists a significant
relationship between the month in which the tropical cyclone occurs and the
resulting forecast errors. The forecast errors of those tropical cyclones
occurred in May are generally the greatest. On the other hand, the forecast
errors of those tropical cyclones occurred during January to April are the
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smallest, except for the mean longitudinal error. For the mean longitudinal
error, the value for tropical cyclones occurred in September is the smallest.
5.2.4 Analysis of Forecast Errors Stratified by Direction of Movement
The results of the forecast errors stratified by headings are
summarized in Figures 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9( Details are listed in Appendix 4).
The data are stratified in the following way (Cheng, 1986):
Group 1 containing all northward( 3500- 020°) moving storms,
Group 2 northeastward( 020°- 060°) storms,
Group 3 eastward( 060°- 1100) storms,
Group 4 southeastward and southward (110°- 210°) storms,
Group 5 southwestward( 210°- 260°) storms,
Group 6 westward( 260°- 290°) storms,
Group 7 northwestward( 290°- 320°) storms,
Group 8 north-northwestward( 320°- 350°) storms,
The boundary values of the eight direction groups have been chosen
to reflect the moving characteristics of the tropical cyclones, also, it can
ensure that the number of data points in each group is reasonably large so
that it can be compared. Even so, some groups will have much more data
points than others, and there is no tropical cyclones in the experimental data
that are classified as group 4 in this study.
To test if the forecast errors vary for different headings in forecasting
typhoon tracks for the modified HURRAN method, one-way analysis of
variance is again performed to test the homogeneity of the variances of the
results for typhoons with different directions of movement.
The results in Table 5.4 show that there exists a significant
relationship between the heading of tropical cyclone and the resulting
forecast errors, except for the deviation error.
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Figure 5.7 Mean Latitudinal and Longitudinal Errors( km) of 24-hour
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Figure 5.8 Mean Displacement and Right Angle Errors( km) of 24-hour
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Table 5.4 One-way Analysis of Variance of Errors by Heading (24-hour
fnrtcast)















3819.1730 456009.8731 1.8733 0.0821Deviatior
Error
e It is significant at a level of 0.05
For the mean latitudinal error, the variation is not very great, with the
range from 53.70 kilometres to 93.06 kilometres.. The smallest mean
latitudinal error occurs in group 5 where tropical cyclones move
southwestward while the largest mean latitudinal error occurs in group 1
where tropical cyclones move northward.
The smallest mean longitudinal error occurs in group 6, that is,
typhoons with westward movement while the largest mean longitudinal error
occurs in group 5, that is, typhoons with southwestward movement. The
variations of mean longitudinal errors are greater than the mean latitudinal
errors, with the range from 71.48 kilometres to 174.41 kilometres.
The smallest mean displacement error occurs in group 5, that is,
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typhoons moving southwestward. The largest mean displacement error
occurs in group 1, that is, typhoons moving northward. The range of the
mean displacement errors is smaller than the mean longitudinal errors, but
larger than the mean latitudinal errors.
The results of the mean right angle error are very much the same as
the case of the mean latitudinal and displacement errors, the smallest mean
right. angle error occurs in group 5 while the largest mean right angle error
occurs in group 1.
For the deviation error, the F-ratio is not significant at a level of 0.05.
This suggests that the heading of tropical cyclone does not have a significant
relationship with the deviation error. The smallest mean deviation error
occurs in group 1 while the largest mean deviation error occurs in group 3.
However, the range of the variation is not great, and all groups are deviated
to the left.
Overall speaking, the results show that the heading of typhoons is a
factor which plays a significant role in the prediction of typhoon track for the
modified HURRAN method. However, the behaviour of tropical cyclones
with a particular heading is not very consistent for all the five types of errors,
and there is not a specific group which shows the smallest or greatest
magnitude of forecast errors among all.
5.3 48-hour Forcast Errors
5.3.1 General Description of Results
The basic results of the 48-hour forecast by the modified HURRAN
method is summarized in Table 5.5.
In general, the magnitude of the mean forecast errors are greater than
the 24-hour forecast. It is easily understood that the magnitude of the
forecast errors increases with the lengthening of forecast period, and it is
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found to be true in most of the other objective forecast methods4.








As in the case of 24-hour forecast, it is found that the mean
longitudinal error is greater than the mean latitudinal error. To test if they
have a significant difference, a paired t-test is again performed. The t-value
calculated is -10.75, and it is significant at a level of 0.001. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the modified HURRAN method produces the mean
latitudinal error that is significantly smaller than the mean longitudinal error.
The mean displacement error of the 48-hour forecast is 349.32
kilometres. This is much bigger than the value of the mean displacement
error of the 24-hour forecast. However, it is substantially smaller than other
methods adopted by the Royal Observatory in Hong Kong( see Chapter 8).
The mean right angle error is 202.99 kilometres, and it is small as
compared with the mean displacement error. The difference between the
two errors is 146.33 kilometres. In this case, it still seems that the
prediction of the direction of movement of tropical cyclone is more accurate
than the prediction of speed. However, as the prediction period is longer,
the accuracy in predicting both the speed and the direction of the movement
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of tropical cyclone deteriorates.
The mean deviation error of the 48-hour forecast is 5.6787° to the left,
1..
with standard deviation of 31.74o. The magnitude of the deviation error
becomes larger. The z-score calculated is 28.92, which is significant at a
level of 0.001. As in the 24-hour forecast, the modified HURRAN method
produces forecast errors which show a directional bias to the left.
5.3.2 Analysis of Forecast Errors Stratified by Year
The results of the forecast errors stratified by year are summarized ir.
Figures 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 (Details are listed in Appendix 5).
Figure 5.10 Mean Latitudinal and Longitudinal Errors( km) of 48-hour
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Figure 5.11 Mean Displacement and Right Angle Errors( km) of 48-Hour
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As for the 24-hour forecast, to test if the modified HURRAN method is
stable in forecasting typhoon tracks, one-way analysis of variance is again
performed to test the homogeneity of the variances of the results of the five
sample years.
From Table 5.6, it is found that the results are not as uniform as the
case in 24-hour forecast. The modified HURRAN method shows stable results
in the mean longitudinal error, displacement error and deviation error.
On the other hand, it is not very stable for the mean latitudinal error and
right angle error. Hence, it seems that as the prediction period becomes
longer, the stability of the modified HURRAN method weakens.
Table 5.6 One-way Analysis of Variance of Errors by Year( 48-hour
Forecast)

















* It is significant at a level of 0.05.
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5.3.3 Analysis of Forecast Errors Stratified by Month
The results of the forecast errors stratified by month are summarized
in Figures 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15 (For details, see Appendix 6).
Figure 5.13 Mean Latitudinal and Longitudinal Errors( km) of 48-hour
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Figure 5.14 Mean Displacement and Right Angle Errors( km) of 48-hour
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Table 5.7 gives the results of one-way anaylsis of variance or the
forecast errors stratified by month. It shows that for all the five types of
errors, the variances are contributed much by the fact that in what month the
tropical cyclone occurs. In addition, tropical cyclones occurred in different
mrtc r+11a11t-1lffrhly-n4 fnriffernt tvnesf errors.
Table 5.7 One-way Analysis of Variance of Errors by Month( 48-hour
Forecast)















48495.8764 1165541.627 6.2256 0.0000*Deviation
Error
* It is significant at a level of 0.05.
For those tropical cyclones occurred in May, the modified HURRAH
method produces the largest magnitude of forecast errors as compared with
other months. This is consistent with the 24-hour forecast.
Also, similar to the 24-hour forecast, this method gives generally small
forecast errors for typhoons formed in the month group January to April.
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On the other hand, it is slightly different from the 24-hour forecast in the
mean latitudinal and deviation errors. For the mean latitudinal error, those
tropical cyclones occurred in July give the smallest error and for the mean
deviation error, November is the month with the smallest magnitude.
5.3.4 Analysis of Forecast Errors Stratified by Direction of Movement
The results of the forecast errors stratified by headings are
summarized in Figures 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18 (For details, see Appendix 7).
The way the data are stratified has been described in section 5.2.4.
Figure 5.16 Mean Latitudinal and Longitudinal Errors( km )of 48-hour
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Figure 5.17 Mean Displacement and Right Angle Errors( km) of 48-hour
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The results of the one-way analysis of variance of the results for
typhoons with different directions of movement are listed in Table 5.8.
Table 5.8 One-way Anaysis of Variance of Errors by Heading( 48-hour
Forecast)
Between Group Within Group F-ratio F-prob
Variance Variance
Mean
Latitudinal 83.3554 2769.0905 6.0154 0.0000*
Error
Mean
Longitudinal 472.6274 4746.0806 19.8999 0.0000*
Error
Mean
Displacement 625.3026 5338.7356 23.4056 0.0000*
Error
Mean
Right Angle 96.9798 2486.8420 7.7929 0.0000*
Error
Mean
86131.0150 1127906.489 15.2600 0.0000*Deviation
It is significant at a level of 0.05.
The results are very much the same as for the 24-hour forecast, the
smallest mean latitudinal error occurs in group 5 where tropical cyclones
move southwestward while the largest mean latitudinal error occurs in group
1-where tropical cyclones move northward.
The smallest mean longitudinal error occurs in Group 6, that is,
typhoons with westward movement while the largest mean longitudinal error
occurs in Group 2, that is, typhoons with northeastward movement. The




The smallest mean displacement error occurs in the group 6, that is,
typhoons moving westward. The largest mean displacement error occurs in
group 2, that is, typhoons moving northeastward. Again, the range of the
mean displacement errors is larger than both the mean longitudinal errors
and the mean latitudinal errors.
The smallest mean right angle error occurs in group 3 while the
largest mean right angle error occurs in group 2. On the other hand, the
smallest mean deviation error occurs in group 1 while the largest mean
deviation error occurs in group 3. In addition, the range of the variation is
great, and all groups are deviated to the left.
The results show that the heading of typhoons is a factor which affects
the accuracy of the results. Generally, tropical cyclones moving westward
and southwestward have a smaller magnitude of forecast errors and those
which move northeastward show a larger magnitude of forecast errors.
5.4 72-hour Forcast Errors
5.4.1 General Description of Results
The basic results of the 72-hour forecast by the modified HURRAN
method is summarized in Table 5.9. In general, the magnitude of the mean
latitudinal error, the mean longitudinal error and the mean displacement
error are greater than both the 24-hour and 48-hour forecasts.
As in the case of 24-hour and 48-hour forecasts, it is found that the
mean longitudinal error is greater than the mean latitudinal error. This may
suggest that this method produces a more reliable indication of the
meridional than zonal displacements of tropical cyclones. To test if this is
true, a paired t-test is once again performed.
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292.47972 346.11Right Angle Error(km)
972 -7.7898 39.9344Deviation Error(degree)
The t-value calculated is -9.43, and it is significant at a level of 0.001.
As the same for 24-hour and 48-hour forecasts, the modified HURRAN
method produces the latitudinal error that is significantly smaller than the
longitudinal errors.
The mean displacement error of the 72-hour forecast is 585.55
kilometres. This is much bigger than the value of the mean displacement
error of the 48-hour forecast. However, it is substantially smaller than other
methods adopted by the Royal Observatory in Hong Kong( see Chapter 8).
The mean right angle error is 346.11 kilometres, and it is still small as
compared with the mean displacement error. The difference between the
two errors is 229.44 kilometres. In this case, it seems that as the prediction
period is longer, the accuracy in both the speed and the direction of the
movement of tropical cyclone deteriorates.
The mean deviation error of the 72-hour forecast is 7.7898° to the left,
with standard deveiation of 39.93°. The magnitude of the deviation error is
the largest among the three forecast periods. The z-score calculated is 26.27
which is significant at a level of 0.001. As a result, the modified HURRAN
method makes forecasts which fall to the left of the actual path of the tropical
cyclone for all the three forecast periods.
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5.4.2 Analysis of Forecast Errors Stratified by Year
The results of the forecast errors stratified by year are summarized in
Figures 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21( Details are listed in Appendix 8).
Figure 5.19 Mean Latitudinal and Longitudinal Errors( km) of 72-hour
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Figure 5.20 Mean Displacement and Right Angle Errors( km) of 72-Hour
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As in section 5.2.2 and 5.3.2, one-way analysis of variance is
performed to test the homogeneity of the variances of the results of the five
sample years, and Table 5.10 summarizes the results.
Table 5.10 One-way Analysis of Variance of Errors by Year( 72-hour
Forecast)
Between Year Within Year F-ratio F-prob
Variance Variance
Mean
167.8341 4973.1877 8.1585 0.0000*Latitudinal
Error
Mean
103.7706 11551.0053 2.1718 0.0703Longitudinal
Error
Mean
257_R086 12409.0829 5.0225 0.00051Displacement
Error
Mean
201.8537 6524.9251 7.4787 0.0000*Right Angle
Error
Mean
10289.3947 1538239.277 1.6171 0.1677
.Deviation
Error
it is significant at a level of 0.05.
From the above results, they show that the modified HURRAN method
does not show much variation in the mean longitudinal error and deviation
error during the five sample years, but it is not very stable in the mean
latitudinal error, displacement error and right angle error. Hence, as the
prediction period is longer, the stability of the modified HURRAH method is
not as good as the 48-hour forecast.
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5.4.3 Analysis of Forecast Errors Stratified by Month
The results of the forecast errors stratified by month are summarized
in Figures 5.22, 5.23 and 5.24 (Details are listed in Appendix 9).
Figure 5.22 Mean Latitudinal and Longitudinal i:rrors( Km) or 72 -Hour
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Figure 5.23 Mean Displacement and Right Angle Errors( km) of 72-hour
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To test if the forecast errors vary in different months in forecasting
typhoon tracks for the modified HURRAH method, one-way analysis of
variance is again performed and the results are shown in Table 5.11.
Table 5.11 One-way Analysis of Variance of Errors by Month( 72-hour
Forecast)

















it is significant at a level of 0.05.
The results are very consistent with the 24-hour and 48-hour forecasts,
for the mean latitudinal, longitudinal and displacement error, the smallest
values occur in the group January to April while the largest values occur in
May.
For the mean right angle error, The smallest mean right angle error
also occurs in the group January to April but the largest mean right angle
deviation error occurs in November.
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The least consistent case happens in the mean deviation error. The
smallest mean deviation error occurs in November while the largest mean
deviation error occurs in October.
Afterall, month is a factor which affects the accuracy of the results. The
forecast errors of those tropical cyclones occurred in May are the greatest
among all. On the other hand, the forecast errors of those tropical cyclones
occurred during January to April are generally the smallest except for the
mean deviation errors.
5.4.4 Analysis of Forecast Errors Stratified by Direction of Movement
The results of the forecast errors stratified by headings are
summarized in Figures 5.25, 5.26 and 5.27( Details are listed in Appendix 10
). The data are stratified in the way as described in section 5.2.4.
Figure 5.25 Mean Latitudinal and Longitudinal Errors( km) of 72-hour
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Forecast Stratified by Heading
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One-way analysis of variance is again performed to test the
homogeneity of the variances of the results of typhoons with different
directions of movement. The results are given in Table 5.12.
Table 5.12 One-way Anaysis of Variance of Errors by Heading (72-hour
Forecast)
Between Group Within Group F-ratio F-prob
Variance Variance
Mean
230.4153 4910.6066 7.5464 0.0000*Latitudinal
Error
Mean
706.2550 10948.5210 10.3749 0.0000*-Longitudinal
Error
Mean
1081.8253 11585.0663 15.0188 0.0000'ADisplacement
Error
Mean
332.8454 6393.9334 8.3724 0.0000*Right Angle
Error
Mean
132875.4010 1415653.271 15.0961 0.0000*Deviatio
Error
It is significant at a level of 0.05
The smallest mean latitudinal error occurs in group 5 where
tropical cyclones move southwestward while the largest mean latitudinal
error occurs in group 3 where tropical cyclones move eastward.
The smallest mean longitudinal error occurs in group 6, that is,
typhoons with westward movement while the largest mean latitudinal erroi
occurs in group 2, that is, typhoons with northeastward movement.
The smallest mean longitudinal error occurs in the group 7, that is
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typhoons moving northwestward. The largest mean latitudinal error occurs
in group 2, that is, typhoons moving northeastward. The range of the mean
displacement errors is smaller than the mean longitudinal errors, but larger
than .the mean latitudinal errors.
The smallest mean right angle deviation error occurs in group 6 while
the largest mean right angle deviation error occurs in group 8.
The smallest mean deviation error occurs in group 6 while the largest
mean deviation error occurs in group 3. In addition, the range of the
variation is great, with the range from 12.17200 to the right to 68.1446° to the
left. Furthermore, group 1 is the only group that the forecast positions fall to
the right of the actual path of tropical cyclone.
Afterall, the results show that the heading of typhoons is a factor which
affects the accuracy of the results. However, there is not a specific group
which shows the smallest or greatest magnitude of forecast errors among all.
But generally, typhoons with a westward movement show smaller forecast
errors while others give diversified results.
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Notes:
' Meridional denotes a north-south displacement, that is, it means that the
modified HURRAH method gives a more accurate prediction in latitudinal
displacement.
2. Zonal denotes an cast-west displacement, that is, it means that the
modified HURRAH method gives a less accurate prediction in longitudinal
isnlnremnt_
I The radius of gale zone of the tropical cyclone, in fact, varies a lot. For
some tropical cyclones, the radius of the gale zone may exceed 200 nautical
miles( over 350 kilometres), for example, in 1980, Typhoon Joe affected.
Hong Kong and the No.8 NE Gale Signal was hoisted, however, Joe came
nearest to Hong Kong in the southwest 190 nauticle miles away. On the
other hand, for some tropical cyclones, the gale zone may cover only a radius
of 30 nautical miles( about 55 kilometres), for example, in 1984, Severe
Tropical Storm Gerald came close to Hong Kong, and it was only about 30
nautical miles away, however, wind was not very strong in Hong Kong, and
the hoisting of gale signal was not required. As a result, the radius of gale
zone varies tremendously, and it depends on the extension of the circulation
of the tropical cyclone very much.
4• The magnitude of forecast errors is a function of the forecast period, and
the slope is positive( Simpson and Riehl, 1981). For more explanation, the
article An Analysis of Western North Pacific Tropical Cyclone Forecast
Errors by Jarrell, Brand and Nicklin can be referred.
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CHAPTER 6
PERFORMANCE OF THE MODIFIED HURRAH METHOD IN THIS STUDY
6.1 Accuracy of This Method
The modified HURRAN method generally produces a small magnitude
of forecast error as compared with other methods adopted by the Royal
Observatory of Hong Kong for the sample years 1981 to 1985. This is shown
in Tables 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3.
The number of forecasts made by each method is different. This is
because each method may use different concepts, and the data required by
each one to produce a forecast also varies. For the methods listed,
Cheng's modified persistence and climatology method (P+ SD) produces
the maximum number of forecasts while the modified HURRAN method is
the second, it is because HURRAH uses the analog concept and sometimes
analog may' not be found for some tropical cyclones with extremely
extraordinary movements. With the increase of the number of historical
typhoons available, the modified HURRAN can produce a greater number of
forecasts than the. original HURRAN method with only 20 years of historical
typhoons data.
Since only displacement errors are calculated for those methods
adopted by the Royal Observatory, they are used for the comparison.
From the tables, the magnitudes of the mean displacement errors of
24-hour forecast, 48-hour forecast and 72-hour forecast by the modified
HURRAN method are smaller than the various methods analyzed in Hong
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Kong.( For more details, refer to Chapter 8. However, the standard
deviation of the displacement errors of these methods are not known, test of
the difference between the means cannot be performed.
Table 6.1 Comparison of Displacement Errors of 24-hour Forecast














Table 6.2 Comparison of Displacement Errors of-48-hour Forecast







* P+ SD for first 24 hours and P+ ZSD for second 24 hours
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Table 6.3 Comparison of Displacement Errors of 72-hour Forecast
No. ofMethod Mean Error( km)
Forecasts
701.6298Regression




* P+4/1SD for first 24 hours and P+ 2/1for second 48 hours.
For the 24-hour forecast, the mean displacement error of the modified
HURRAH method is 112.8 kilometres. It is always smaller than the distance
between Hong Kong and a typhoon which comes close enough to cause gale
in Hong Kong. For a mature typhoon, the radius of wind with gale force is
usually more than 200 kilometres. As a result, the 24-hour forecast by this
method may be helpful in indicating whether the hoisting of the gale warning
signal in Hong Kong is necessary before 24 hours of the coming of a
typhoon.
For the 48-hour forecast, the mean displacement error of the modified
HURRAN method is 349.3 kilometres. This value is usually smaller than the
radius of the strong wind zone of a tropical cyclone, but surely it depends on
the intensity of the tropical cyclone. Hence, this method can provide an
indication of the necessity of the hoisting of the Strong Wind Signal in Hong
Kong 48 hours before the coming of a tropical cyclone.
For the 72-hour forecast, the mean displacement error of the modified
HURRAN method is 585.6 kilometres. This value is smaller than 800
kilometres which is the warning boundary of Hong Kong. Therefore, it may
be useful in giving the Standby Signal three days before the coming of the
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tropical cyclone.
However, the above is only a simplified situation, since the standard
deviation of the displacement errors are indeed quite large, approaching the
magnitude of the mean displacement error. On the other hand, the hoisting
of warning signal depends on the synoptic picture of the actual situation and
a number of factors. For example, the intensity of the tropical cyclone may
suddenly change, or the tropical cyclone makes landfall on the northeast of
Hong Kong rather than the westl. In these cases, the weather situation may
differ a lot. Nevertheless, it produces a useful indication in the hoisting of
warning signals in Hong Kong.
6.2 Stability of This Method
As shown in Chapter 5, the stability of this method over the five sample
years is quite satisfactory, but it seems to deteriorate with the lengthening of
the forecast period. For the 24-hour forecast, all the five types of error
refer to p.54 of Chapter 5) show stable results over the five sample years.
For the 48-hour forecast, latitudinal and right angle errors show variations
among the five. sample years. For the 72-hour forecast, latitudinal,
displacement and right angle deviation errors show variations among the five
sample years (as shown in Chapter 5).
However, the variations in these errors among the five sample years
may be due to various reasons, and we cannot conclude that the modified
HURRAH method is unstable in 48-hour and 72-hour forecasts. To see if the
variations are due to the abnormality of the tropical cyclones occurred in any
of the five years, the results of other objective forecast methods for these
years are analyzed. Since only mean displacement errors are given for these
methods, so only this type of error will be anlayzed. In addition, the
modified HURRAN method only shows variations in displacement errors for
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72-hour forecast. Consequently, comparison of results of displacemen-
errors in 72-hour forecast is made, and it is shown in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4 Comparison of Displacement Error( km) in 72-hour Forecast
from the Year 1981 to 1985.
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1981-1985
No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of
Fore- Mean Fore- Mean Fore- Mean Fore- Mean Fore- Mean Fore- MeanMethod
casts Error casts Error casts Error casts Error casts Error casts Error
38 679.7 110 733.4 27 537.1 55 790.8 68 655.6 298 701.6Regression
37 837.1 60 761.2 31 516.7 41 563.0 37 792.7 206 704.21/2( P+ C)
220 674.4 325 607.2 153 534.2 180 700.4 176 647.8 1054 633.3( P +1/2SD)
226 684.7 321 610.6 154 553.3 176 708.4 174 636.9 1051 638.8*Changing
weight
scheme
223 590.2 234 526.3 142 518.7 165 681.4 208 616.9 972 585.6Modified
HURRAN
* (P+, 4/1SD for the first 24 hours and P+ z2/1SD for subsequent 48 hours)
From Table 6.4, it is found that the magnitude of mean displacement
error in 1983 is smallest for all methods. Since the standard deviations are
not known for these methods, one-way analysis of variances cannot be
performed to test the variances among different years.
Consequently, the typhoon data of 1983 is analyzed to see 'if any
abnormality exists.
In 1983, twenty six tropical cyclones formed over the Western North
Pacific and the South China Sea. Only eight of them attained typhoon
intensity, which was much less than the average of fifteen per year.
Furthermore, there was not a single tropical cyclone observed until the end
of June. This was indeed a rare situation which occurred last in 1973.
From the above, it seems that abnormality does exist in the year 1983.
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First, the number of tropical cyclones attained typhoon intensity was much
less than the average second, there was no tropical cyclone formed in the
first five months of the year, and only bone tropical cyclone formed in June.
Thus, the small mean displacement error in 1983 may be due to the above
reasons, especially the second one. It has been shown that the mean
displacement error in May is the largest, and June is the second largest
among all months for 72-hour forecast( see Section 5.4.2). Therefore, in
1983, the small mean displacement error may be due to the absence of
tropical cyclone in May and only one in June.
Afterall, the unstability of the results in 48-hour and 72-hour forecast
may not be due to the method itself, but due to the abnormality of the sample
year 1983.
6.3 Bias of This Method
The results of the modified HURRAH method are analyzed to see if
they are biasd in the following aspects:
1. Directional Bias, that is, if the results tend to deviate to any side of
the actual path of the tropical cyclone.
2. Bias towards different months, that is, the five types of errors
behave differently in different months.
3. Bias- towards different headings, that is, the five types of errors
behave differently for different headings of tropical cyclone.
6.3.1 Directional Bias
The mean deviation error of 24-hour, 48-hour and 72-hour forecasts
is shown in Table 6.5.
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Table 6.5 Mean Deviation error( in degree) of the Modified HURRAN
method
Forecast Mean Dev. Positive Mean Negative Mean





Positive mean deviation error denotes the predicted path of tropical cyclone
is on the right of the actual path.
Negative mean deviation error denotes the predicted path of tropical cyclone
is on the left of the actual path.
The results show a bias to the left of the actual path of tropical
cyclone, with an increasing tendency to the lengthening of forecast period.
However, this is quite similar to most methods based on climatology
concept2.
The bias in direction may be due to an inaccurate prediction in the
case of recurvature, and this is usually the source of error of most objective
forecast methods3. During recurvature, the tropical cyclone changes from a
westward movement to a northward movement, and then accelerates to the
northeast. Most objective forecast methods have a time-lag in such
prediction, as a result, the predicted positions often fall to the left of the
actual position. And in this case, the predicted positions also fall to the left of
the actual position. However it has a smaller displacement error, and it
means that it has a quicker response to recurvature, which is rather superior
to other methods, especially those methods using the concept of persistence
and climatology.
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6.3.2 Bias towards Different Months
As decribed in chapter 5, the performance of the modified HURRAH
method differs in different months.
For the mean latitudinal error, tropical cyclones occurred in May are
largest in magnitude while those occurred in January to April are smallest in
magnitude.
This phenomenon is not special and can be explained. From January
to April, the sea surface temperature is the lowest. The necessary conditions
for the formation of tropical cyclone are quite limited. Also, the latitudinal
displacement of tropical cyclone is also quite limited. Therefore, tropical
cyclones occurred during this period usually have a westward movement
which results in a small latitudinal error. In May, the situation changes
abruptly. The sea surface temperature gets higher, and the latitudinal
displacement of tropical cyclone varies a lot. Some tropical cyclones
continue their westward movement at low latitude while others undergo
recurvature at these latitudes. As a consequence, it is difficult to predict
when the tropical cyclone will change from a westward movement to a
northward and then northeastward movement. This contributes to the
comparatively larger magnitude of latitudinal error in this month.
The situations of the mean longitudinal, displacement and right angle
errors are more or less the same as above, and the above explanations also
apply.
In addition, one point should be noted is that the mean longitudinal
error is often greater than the mean latitudinal error as shown in Figure 5.4,
5.13 and 5.22( refer to Chapter 5). With the increase of the forecast period,
the difference is even more evident.
For the 24-hour forecast, the difference is significant for the months
June, July, October and December. For the 48-hour forecast, the difference
is significant for months from June to December. For the 72-hour forecast,
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the difference is significant for all months except May.
There are only two cases that the mean longitudinal error is smaller
then the mean latitudinal error- they are the mean longitudinal errors in the
group January to April for the 48-hour and 72-hour forecasts. However, they
are not significant at the level of 0.05, and they can be neglected.
Other methods seldomly analyze the relationship between the
latitudinal error and longitudinal error, however, this can be explained.
Generally, tropical cyclones tend to move from lower latitude to higher
latitude, no matter they undergo recurvature or not. On the other hand,
tropical cyclones do not show such consistency in longitudinal displacement
when they recurve, they change from a westward movement to a eastward
movement, and this is where the source of forecast error is. Consequently,
the magnitude of the mean longitudinal error is often greater than the
magnitude of the mean latitudinal error.
6.3.3 Bias towards different headings
Also, as described. in Chapter 5,- the modified HURRAH method
performs differently for tropical cyclones with different headings.
For the mean latitudinal error, the mean longitudinal error and mean
displacement errors, the groups with small magnitudes in them for different
forecast periods are quite consistent. They are groups 5, 6 and 7( refer to
section 5.4.4 that is, mostly tropical cyclones with westward to
northwestward movement. However, the groups with large magnitudes in
these errors vary for different forecast periods. For the mean latitudinal
error, group 1, that is, northward moving storms, have the largest magnitude
of error in 24-hour and 48-hour forecasts while group 3, that is, eastward
moving storms, has the largest magnitude of error in 72-hour forecast. For
the mean longitudinal error, the situation is more consistent, with group 2,
that is, northeastward moving storms, has the largest magnitude of error for
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all forecast periods. For the mean displacement error, both groups 1 and 2
get a large magnitude of error in 24-hour forecast group 2 has a large
magnitude of error in 48-hour forecast and group 2 and 3 have a large
magnitude of error in 72-hour forecast.
From the above, it seems that if the data are stratified by directions of
movement of the tropical cyclones, then generally, tropical cyclones with a
westward movement component have a smaller magnitude of forecast errors,.
and those with a eastward movement component have a larger magnitude of
forecast errors.
This can be easily understood as tropical cyclones usually moving
consistently in the easterlies and errors increase as they start to recurve.
Moreover, as shown in section 6.3.2, the mean longitudinal error is
often greater than the mean latitudinal error, and this is listed in Figures 5.7,
5.16 and 5.25( refer to Chapter 5).
For those westward and northwestward moving tropical cyclones,
which constitute more than 70% of the total, the error is mostly contributed
by the inaccurate prediction of speed rather than the wrong prediction of
direction of movement. As a result, it results in a larger longitudinal error
than latitudinal error. But for tropical cyclones with other moving direction,
no explanation can be supplied yet since the results of other methods
concerning this phenomenon are not available.
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Notes:
1. It is because Hong Kong is sheltered from winds blowing from the north.
If a typhoon makes landfall on the east-northeast of Hong Kong, even though
it is close to Hong Kong, the northerly wind will not be very strong in the
urban area. Besides, the typhoon will rapidly be weakened after landfall, so
the hoisting of gale warning signal is not likely. For example, in 1988,
Typhoon Warren moved close to Hong Kong, however, it made landfall about
150 kilometers east-northeast of Hong Kong and Hong Kong is prevented
from the attack of gale. On the other hand, if a typhoon passes south of
Hong Kong and makes landfall on the west of Hong Kong, then Hong Kong
will suffer from the strong southeasterly to southerly wind. In this way, Hong
Kong is no longer protected from the mountains and most of the urban area
will be in the full force of the typhoon. Then, the hoisting of gale signal is
more probable.
I Generally, those methods based on climatology perform quite well in the
conservative easterlies, and the predicted positions for recurving storms
usually lag behind to the actual path of the tropical storm. So, when a
typhoon starts to recurve, those climatological methods still predict the
typhoon will have a westward movement. As a result, the predicted position
is often on the left of the actual path of the storm.
3• This is considered to be true for most of the objective forecast techniques.
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CHAPTER 7
COMPARISON OF THE MODIFIED HURRAN WITH THE CONVENTIONAL
HURRAN METHOD
7.1 Introduction
As described in Chapter 4, there will be three sets of results:
Set 1. forecast errors produced by the modified HURRAH method
with intensity as a selection criterion( refer to p.44) and the
historical typhoon data is from 1884 to 1980.
Set 2. forecast errors produced by the HURRAN method without
including intensity as a selection criterion, but the historical
typhoon data is still from 1884 to 1980.
Set 3. forecast errors produced by the HURRAH method with
intensity as a selection criterion, but using historical typhoon
data from 1959 to 1977.
This chapter will compare the results of set 1 with set 2 and -set 3
respectively, and explanations will be included.
7.2 Comnarison 'bf Set 1 and Set 2
The results of set 1 and set 2 are summarized in Tables 7.1, 7.2, 7.3,
7.4 and 7.5.
From the tables, it is a shock to find that the results of set 1 and set 2
are the same for all the five types of forecast errors, and for the three forecast
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periods. As the result, the t -value is equal to zero for all the cases, that
is, there is no difference between the means of the errors between the two
sets of results.
Table 7.1 Comparison of mean latitudinal errors produced by the modified













Table 7.2 Comparison of mean longitudinal errors produced by the
modified HURRAN method with and without including intensity
as a selection criterion.
t-valueCases Mean StandardForecast
Deviationperiod
1349 79.72 69.12Set 1
0.0024-hour
1349 79.72 69.12Set 2
1206 260.61 231.24Set 1
0.0048-hour
1206 260.61 231.24Set 2
972 450.46 385.03Set 1
0.0072-hour
972 450.46 385.03Set 2
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Table 7.3 Comparison of mean displacement errors produced by the
modified HUB method with and without including intensity












Table 7.4 Comparison of mean right angle errors produced by the
modified HURRAN method with and without including intensity
as a selection criterion.
t-valueStandardCases MeatForecast
Deviatioiperiod
1349 70.35 60.89Set 1
0.0024-hour
1349 70.35 60.89Set 2
1206 202.99 162.70Set 1
0.0048-hour
1206 202.99 162.70Set 2
972 346.11 292.47Set 1
0.0072-hour
972 346.11 292.47Set 2
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Table 7.5 Comparison of mean directional errors produced by the
modified HURRAN method with and without including intensity
as a selection criterion.
t-valueStandardMeanCasesForecast
Deviationperiod
1349 -2.4987 18.469Set 1
0.0024-hour
1349 -2.4987 18.469Set 2
1206 -5.6787 31.741Set 1
0.0048-hour
1206 -5.6787 31.741Set 2
972 -7.7898 39.935Set 1
0.0072-hour
972 -7.7898 39.935Set 2
It means that the modified HURRAH method makes no difference no
matter intensity is included as one of the selection criterion or not. If this is
true, then intensity should be excluded in the selection criteria. However, the
failure of intensity in improving the accuracy of the method in this case may
be attributed to various reasons.
First, since the data contain historical typhoons of one hundred years,
the data of earlier years is not very precise and accurate. As decribed in
Chapter 4, for tropical cyclones occurred before 1951, the intensity is
roughly estimated by assigning values according to the categories of tropical
cyclone, that is, 70 knots for typhoons, 45 knots for tropical storms and 30
knots for tropical depressions. Besides, there are many cases where the
value of intensity is missing or unavailable since during the pre-war era,
.,
reconnaisance aircrafts or other resurveillance tools are not so well
developed and they cannot give all estimations of the intensity of tropical
cyclones in the western North Pacific.
Second. the selection criterion for intensity is:
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where Ip is the intensity of the present storm
Ill is the intensity of the analog storm.
This condition may be too broad that it cannot filter out the
inappropriate cases, especially if the estimation of the intensity in earlier
years is rough. Moreover, it accepts all cases with missing values because
the similarity of those typhoons in other aspects cannot be neglected. Here, it
may be a dilemma for this method to accept or reject such cases.
Third, maximum sustained wind speed near the centre is taken to
represent the intensity of the tropical cyclone. This may be replaced by the
minimum pressure near the centre of the tropical cyclone. However, this
value is even more difficult to estimate, especially for the cases in earlier
years.
Thus, the failure of the criterion, intensity, to select better analog
typhoons may not be a failure of the criterion itself, but may be due to the
incompleteness of the data. As shown in the following section, with more
accurate data and the increase in data volume, the results of the modified
HURRAN method turn better. So, with the improvement of technology,
especially the satellite imagery, more precise and accurate data can be
i
obtained, and this can replace the older and less accurate data of the pre-war
era, then intensity, as a selection criterion, may reflect its true potential in
the selection of analog typhoons.
7.3 Comparison of Set 1 and Set 3
The results of set 1 and set 3 are summarized in Tables 7.6, 7.7, 7.8,
7.9 and 7.10.
Since the number of the historical typhoon data of set 1 is much more
than set 3, the chance of finding the appropriate analogs is greater. Thus, the
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number of forecasts made for set 1 is larger than for set 3.
From the tables, it is found that the results are much more promising
than the results in section 7.2.
Table 7.6 Comparison of mean latitudinal errors produced by the modified
HURRAN method with 100 and 20 years of data rspectively.
Forecast Cases Mean Standard T-value
Period Deviation
1349 63.53 56.56Set 1
-1.9224-hour
918 68.34 61.89Set 2
1206 180.40 171.01Set 1
*'
-2. 8 548-hour
848 203.43 193.13Set 2
972 295.83 255.69Set 1
-2.58*72-hour
699 330.63 292.47Set 2
Table 7.7 Comparison of mean longitudinal errors produced by the
modified HURRAN method with 100 and 20 years of data
rsnectivel.
Forecast Cases Mean Standard T-value
Period Deviation
1349 79.72 69.12Set 1
-1.8324-hour
918 85.28 73.78Set 2
1206 260.61 231.24Set 1
-2.54*48-hour
848 288.32 260.24Set 2
972 450.46 385.03Set 1
-1.9372-hour
699 489.77 422.15Set 2
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Table 7.8 Comparison of mean displacement errors produced by the













Table 7.9 Comparison of mean right angle errors produced by the
modified HURRAN method with 100 and 20 years of data
rspectively.
T-valueForecast Cases Mean Standard
DeviationPeriod
1349 70.35 60.89Set 1
-1.7424-hour
62.67918 74.95Set 2
1206 202.99 162.70Set 1
-2.93*48-hour
848 226.13 195.57Set 2
972 346.11 292.47Set 1
-3.20*A72-hour
699 396.07 343.14Set 2
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Table 7.10 Comparison of mean directional errors produced by the




1349 -2.4987 18.469Set 1
0.1924-hour
918 -2.6437 17.928Set 2
1206 -5.6787 31.741Set 1
-0.6348-hour
848 -4.7924 31.346Set 2
972 -7.7898 39.935Set 1
-1.3872-hour
699 -5.1010 38.703Set 2
Except for the mean deviation errors, the other four types of errors
generally show significant differences between the two sets of results, with
the results of set4 having a smaller magnitude of forecast errors.
Furthermore, with the lengthening of forecast period to 48 hours and
72 hours, the differences between the results Turn more significant.
For the mean latitudinal error, the difference between the results of
the two sets for the 24-hour forecast is not significant at a level of 0.05,
however, the probability has a value of 0.055, which is very close to this
value. On the other hand, the difference is significant at a level of 0.005 and
0.01 for the 48-hour and 72-hour forecast respectively.
For the mean longitudinal error, the difference between the results of
the two sets is only significant for the 48-hour forecast, with the significance
level at 0.05. However, for the 72-hour forecast, the probability value also
approaches this level, with the actual value of 0.053.
For the mean displacement error, the difference is significant for all
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forecast periods, with significance level of 0.05 for the 24-hour forecast,
0.005 for the 48-hour and 72-hour forecasts.
For the mean right angle error, the difference is significant at a level of
0.005 for the 48-hour and 72=hour forecasts.
Finally, for the mean deviation error, the results do not show any
difference.
From the comparison of the two sets of results, the increase of data
volume does have significant improvement for the performance of the
modified HURRAN method, especially in longer forecast period, such as the
48-hour and 72-hour forecasts. It is because the larger the data base, the
more analogs can be found. As a result, the composite track of the analogs
can be more representative and not affected so much by one or two
extremely deviated tracks. This becomes more apparent as the forecast
period gets longer. So, the displacement errors are smaller for using a larger
volume of historical data.
On the other hand, the results do not show any significant difference
in the mean deviation errors, that is, no improvement in this aspect
irrespective with the increase in data volume. There is not any concrete
explanations available for this phenomenon, or the characteristic of the mean
deviation error is a unique feature of the modified HURRAN method, and
further study has to be done to investigate it.
The above results, in fact, show a bright prospect for the adoption of
the modified HURRAH method in the future. With more and more historical
data available, the data base will continue to increase. The more recent
historical data are usually more precise, accurate and complete, hence, they
can replace the imprecise historical data of the pre-war era step by step.
Besides, the case of missing data will be minimized. Consequently, the
quality of the data of historical typhoons improves. In this way, the choice of
selection criteria for the analog can be broadened, for example, the
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acceleration of the tropical cyclone can be included or the intensity of
tropical cyclone can be more accurately represented. All these may




COMPARISON OF THE MODIFIED HURRAN WITH THOSE METHODS
An OPTED BY THE ROYA OBSERVATORY O HONG KONG
8.1 Introduction
In 1986, Cheng performed a study to find out how climatology may be
applied to indicate and predict a change in the current direction of movement
of a tropical cyclone. He assumed the effect of the climatological influence
was supposed to deflect a storm from its present track towards a
climatological average direction. The amount of deflection depended on the
current direction of movement and the season. The results of evaluating the
magnitude of the deflections based on data from 1884 to 1980 were
presented in the Technical Note No.74 published by the Royal Observatory.
In his study, he found that the proposed modified persistence and
climatology gave the smallest displacement errors among other objective
techniques employed by the Royal Observatory of Hong Kong. In this
chapter, comparison will be made between the findings of Cheng's study and
this study.
In Cheng's study( 1986), the best track data for 1981 to 1985 has
been used to test the performance of the Cheng's method and the various
objective techniques used by the Royal Observatory of Hong Kong. On the
other hand, these data are also used to test the performance of the modified
HURRAN method. So, the results are compared in order to find out which
i
method gives the best performance in the 24-hour, 48-hour and 72-hour
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forecasts.
8.2 Comparison of Displacement Errors for 24-hour Forecast
As explained in Chapter 6, the only type of error to be compared is
displacement error. Table 6.1 has already shown that the mean displacement
error of the modified HURRAN method is smaller than the other methods
adopted by the Royal Observatory. However, whether the difference is
significant is not known because the standard deviations of most of the
methods are not given in Cheng's study.
Nevertheless, Cheng's study has given detailed description of the
results of his proposed weighted scalar deflection scheme (P+ WSD) and
weighted vector deflection scheme (P+ WVD), and these are the methods
with smaller magnitudes of mean displacement errors among those used in
Hong Kong. These two methods are described briefly as follows( Cheng,
1986):
1. The weighted scalar deflection scheme (P+ WSD)
Forecast direction of movement= Direction of movement during past
12 hours+ scalar angular deflection x weight
Forecast speed of movement= Speed of movement during past 12
hours'+ climatological average change in speed x weight
The scheme was tested with weights of 1.0, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25 and 0.
2. The weighted vector deflection scheme (P+ WVD)
The climatological deflection vector was resolved into the latitudinal
and longitudinal components, and
Forecast latitudinal( longitudinal) displacement= latitudinal(
longitudinal) displacement during past 12 hours x 2+ climatological
latitudinal( longitudinal) deflection x wight
The same weights as the (P+ WSD) scheme were tried.
His findings will be compared with this study in detail. Table 8.1 gives
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the mean displacement errors of the modified HURRAH method and the
weighted scalar and vector deflection scheme.
From Table 8.1, it is found that the mean displacement errors of the
modified HURRAN method is smaller than others, and it has been tested the
difference between the mean of the modified HURRAN method and each of
the other methods is significant at a level of 0.05.
Table 8.1 Comparison of displacement errors( km) for the 24-hour
forecast














8.3 Comparison of Displacement Errors for 48-hour Forecast
The result is shown in Table 8.2, again it is found that the mean
displacement errors of the modified HURRAN method is smaller than both
the weighted scalar and vector deflected scheme, and the difference is
significant at a level of 0.05.
Table 8.2 Comparison of displacement errors( km) for the 48-hou
forecast


















8.4 Comparison of Displacement Errors for 72-hour Forecast
The result is+ shown in Table 8.3. As the case of 24-hour and 48-hour
forecasts, it is found that the mean displacement error of the modified
HURRAN method is smaller than the methods proposed by Cheng. The
difference is once again tested to be significant at a level of 0.05.
Table 8.3 Comparison of displacement errors( -km) for the
72-hour forecast
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Afterall, the performance of the modified HURRAN method is quite
consistent in 24-hour, 48-hour and 72-hour forecasts as it gives a smaller
mean displacement error than the scheme proposed by Cheng in all the three
cases.
8.5 Comparison of the Displacement Errors Stratified by Month
In order to obtain a clearer picture of the characteristic of the
displacement errors by the different methods, they are stratified by month
and comparisons are made. Details are listed in Appendix 11.
It is found that the modified HURRAN method does show smaller
displacement error for each month, and t -test is conducted to see if the
difference is significant. The t-values computed support that the difference is
significant at a level of 0.05 for all months except August.
For Cheng's method, the displacement errors show similar
characteristics to the modified HURRAH method. The most outstanding one
is that the mean displacement error in May is the largerst for all the three
forecast periods. Besides, July and September are the two months with
comparatively small displacement errors.
On the other hand, there are two main differences between. the two
methods whether displacement errors are stratified by month. The first one
is for the group January to April, Cheng's method shows that this group does
not generally has the smallest displacement error as the modified HURRAN
method does. The second difference is Cheng's method produces generally
small displacement error in August while the modified HURRAN method
does not. However, the first difference may be due to the discrepancy
between the number of cases between the two methods. The number of
cases produced by the modified HURRAN method is under 30 for all the
three forecast periods while it is over 100 for Cheng's method. As a result,
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this may account for the difference between the two methods for this grout
For the second difference, the difference of the number of cases is not as
significant as the first one, as no explanation can be suggested.
8.6 Comparison of Displacement Errors Stratified by Heading
The displacement errors are also stratified by heading in order to
compare the performance of the two different methods. The way they are
stratified is described in section 5.2.4. Details are listed in Appendix 12.
On the whole, the modified HURRAN method shows smaller
displacement errors than Cheng's method for each heading. However, there
are some variations among the three forecast periods. For the 24-hour
forecast, the t-values computed show that the difference is significant at a
level of 0.05 for all groups. For 48-hour forecast, the difference is significant
at a level of 0.05 for all except groups 2 and 3, that is, tropical cyclones with
northeastward and eastward movements. For 72-hour forecast, only groups
5, 6 and 7 show significant differences at a level of 0.05 while the other do
not.
However, there are some common features for the methods
compared. They all give smaller displacement errors for tropical cyclones
having southwestward, westward and northwestward movements. As
explained in chapter 6, those methods using the concept of climatology often
give small displacement errors for westward moving storms as they lie in the
conservative easterlies. On the other hand, they give larger displacement
errors for tropical cyclones having northward, northeastward and eastward
movements.
In addition, Cheng's method produces small displacement errors for
tropical cyclones with southeastward and southward movements, but there
are no cases read by the modified HURBAN method.
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To conclude, the success of the modified HURRAN method is
contributed to the more accurate forecast for those westward moving tropical
cyclones which constitute most of the data.
8.7 Drawbacks of the Modified Persistence-Climatology Method
From the above comparison, it seems that the modified HURRAN
method is quite.superior to the modified persistence-climatology method in
forecasting typhoon movement. Furthermore, there are some built-in
problems in Cheng's proposed scheme.
First, the most significant feature of the modified persistence-
climatology method is the addition of weight for the forecast direction and
forecast speed of movement. The weights tested are 1.0, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25 and
0. However, there is no underlying explanations or rationales that why these
weights are chosen. It is just an empirical test.
Besides, the performance of the modified persistence-climatology
method is not very consistent for tropical cyclones occurred in different
years, months, and for tropical cyclones with•.different headings. As listed in
the tables in this chapter, there is no one single weighted scheme having the
smallest displacement error in most of the situations. It means- that for
tropical cyclones with different characteristics, different weights have to be
used. Surely,- this is not favourable for the forecaster because there is no
standard for him to follow.
Consequently, it seems that the modified persistence-climatology
method is processed in a trial and error fashion, and there is not a single




9.1 Summary of Findings
In this study, it is found that the modified HURRAN method does
produce encouraging results in forecasting tropical cyclone movements in
the Western North Pacific. The major findings are summarized as follows.
1. For the experimental years 1981 to 1985, the modified HURRAN
method produces mean displacement errors of 112.82, 349.32
and 585.55 kilometres for 24-hour, 48-hour and 72-hour forecast
respectively. They are significantly smaller than those methods
employed by the Royal Observatory of Hong Kong and the
modified persistence and climatology method as stated in Cheng's
study (1986).
2. The modified HURRAN method does produce stable results over
the five sample years for the 24-hour forecast, with stability
declining for the 48-hour and 72-hour forecasts. However, the
variance of the displacement errors among the five sample years
may be due to the anomaly of any of the sample years rather than
the failure of the method itself, and it is found that in 1983, the
occurrence of tropical cyclones is quite unusual as compared with
other years. Thus, the declining stability may be attributed to the
anomalous nature of the sample year 1983.
3. The displacement errors produced by the modified HURRAN
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method show bias towards different months and movements. It is
found that tropical cyclones occurred in May have the largest
displacement error for all forecast periods. On the other hand,
tropical cyclones occurred in January to April give the smallest
displacement error for the three forecast periods. Furthermore,
this method also produces small displacement error for tropical
cyclones in July and September, and these results are quite
consistent with the results of the method proposed by Cheng(
1986). However, the results are not so universal for tropical
cyclones with different headings. Generally, tropical cyclons with
westward movement show a smaller displacement error while
those with northward movement show a larger displacement
error. This is similar to Cheng's proposed modified persistence-
climatology scheme. But in his study, the modified persistence-
climatology scheme shows a small displacement error for tropical
cyclones moving southeastwardly while in this study, no forecasts
are available for tropical cyclones with that movement.
The modified HURRAN method shows a directional bias in making4.
forecasts. It produces errors which are deviated to the left more
than the right. The difference between the right and left deviation
errors are significant. This is quite consistent with most of the
methods based on the concept of climatology.
This method does produce the latitudinal errors which are5.
significantly smaller than the longitudinal errors. This
phenomenon is very consistent for all the three forecast periods.
However, it is seldom mentioned by other studies, and it is
suggested that the larger longitudinal error may be due to the less
accurate prediction in case of recurvature.
In comparing the modified HURRAH method with the original6.
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HURRAN method, it is found that the inclusion of intensity as one
of the selection criterion does not make any improvement or
difference in the results. This may not be due to the failure of this
modification, but because of the incompleteness of data prior to
the Second World War. On the other hand, the increase of
historical typhoon data does improve the performance of the
HURRAN method significantly.
9.2 Limitations of this Study
The major limitation of this study is the inconsistency and
incompleteness of typhoon data. The historical typhoon data come from two
sources, as stated in Chapter 4, and the data can be divided into the pre-war
and the post-war era. The completeness and details of the data slightly differ
for these two periods. For the pre-war era, typhoon data have to be
estimated for some occasions, for example, the intensity, the co-ordinates of
the six hourly intermediate positions and the speed of the tropical cyclone.
Moreover, part of the data may be missing at all for some cases. As a result,
analogs chosen from the pre-war era may not be as appropriate as the post-
war period. This may slightly affect the performance of the modified
HURRAH method.
On the other hand, for the conventional HURRAH method to make a
prediction, at least five analogs have to be chosen for the existing storm.
However, in this study, this is not checked. In fact, it is rather controversial
for having a minimum number of analogs chosen for track prediction. As a
method using an analog approach, it is aimed at picking up the historical
cases which resemble. the present one, and there must be some analogs
which are more similar to the present case than others. As a result, if only
one or two analogs are chosen, there is no need to relax the selection
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criteria in order to get more analogs, otherwise, the meaning of analogs will
be lost.
Another limitation concerns about the effectiveness of the comparison
of the modified HURRAH method and those methods adopted by the Royal
Observatory of Hong Kong. Much of the comparison is based on the
information or the result of Cheng's study( 1986) as published in the
Technical Note No-74 by the Royal Observatory of Hong Kong. However,
detailed analysis of those objective techniques employed by the Royal
Observatory is not presented in his study. As a result, direct and
comprehensive comparison cannot be done. Then only the modified
persistence-climatology scheme presented in Cheng's study can be taken to
compare thoroughly with the performance of the modified HURRAH method.
Though the displacement error of Cheng's proposed scheme is the smallest
in magnitude among those methods currently used in Hong Kong, the
significance of the difference is not known. In addition, the various
techniques are not stratified into groups by different aspects and their
performances are not fully understood. As a result, this study makes the
assumption that the modified persistence-climatology method proposed by
Cheng gives the smallest displacement errors for 24-hour, 48-hour and 72-
hour forecast among all the methods currently used in Hong Kong.
In addition, the study area of this study and Cheng's study is somehow
different. As described in Section 1.4, they differ in the eastern boundary
used. This may result in some discrepancies of the forecast errors produced.
Because of the slightly smaller study area in this study, the number of
forecasts made by the modified HURRAH method is smaller than the
modified persistence-climatology method. Besides, the study area of other
objective techniques adopted by the Royal Observatory of Hong Kong is not
clearly stated, and it can only be assumed that they are the same as the
modified persistence-climatology method. Then the difference of the
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magnitude of forecast errors between the modified HURRAH method and
other methods may not be totally attributed to the methods themselves.
There is one possiblity that the displacement errors for tropical cyclones
occurred between 140°L' and 150°L' are very large and this contributes to the
comparatively larger forecast errors for thesee methods. Since the errors
have not been stratified by the area of occurrence for all methods, this cannot
be tested. However, the number of data in this area is rather few, and they.
constitute less than 15% of the total. Furthermore, the displacement errors
for this area are not exceptionally high as compared with data in other areas.
So, the effect may not be very significant.
The last limitation is the effect of initial positioning error. It has been
shown that HURRAN computations are very sensitive to the initial input
Hope and Neumann, 1972). A slight shift of the initial position may deviate
the projected track to a certain extent, and the longer the forecast period, the
more the deviation. So, the sensitivity of the HURRAH technique to accuracy
of initial conditions demands that the input parameters be determined with
great care. However, this limitation is not unique for the modified HURRAN
method, but also for other objective forecast techniques.
9.3 Prospect of the HURRAN method
9.3.1 Introduction
From Chapters 5 to 8, it seems that the performance of the modified
HURRAN method is quite satisfactory, of course, this method has its
limitations, however, the potential of this method has not been fully
exploited, and the performance may still be improved further.
The success of the modified HURRAN method depends on the degree
of the similarity of the analogs with the existing tropical cyclone. With the
improvement of technology, the data of tropical cyclones will become more
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detailed and complete progressively. Then the analogs found will turn better
and better. Moreover, more criteria can be added to the process of the
selection of analogs which has not been done in this study.
In fact, there are many factors affecting the movement of tropical
cyclone, and hence, degrading the performance of the objective forecast
techniques. The existence of binary interaction, the Southern Oscillation,
and the initial moving direction of the tropical cyclone, etc. are proved to.
affect the accuarcy of track prediction, but they may be included or
incorporated in the selection criteria of the HURRAN method.
9.3.2 Binary interaction
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the presence of binary tropical cyclones
will increase the, magnitude of forecast errors for many objective forecast
methods. Even with the presence of a single tropical cyclone, data
inadequacies may lead to analyses and numerical prognoses uncertainties
Neumann, 1982). Given another tropical cyclone existing in close proximity,
an already complex problem is compounded by still additional uncertainties
concerning vortex interaction. It is found that most binary tropical cyclones
over the Western North Pacific show counterclockwise relative rotation and
are situated in the Intertropical Covcrgence Zone (Dong and Neumann, 1983
). This may drive the tropical cyclone out of its usual path, and hence
enlarge the forecast errors of the modified HURRAN method. Since storm
pairs subject to' binary interaction averaged 1.5 annually over the Western
North Pacific, and the number may further increase due to green house effect
together with the rise of sea surface temperature, it may contribute a
significant part in the overall performance of the HURRAN techique. As
shown in Figure 9.1, forecast errors in case of binary tropical cyclones are
significantly larger than those westward moving, and recurving storms.
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Table 9.1 Mean Displacement Errors( km) for Three Different Types of
Tropical Cyclones in 24-hour Forecast in 1985.
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Consequently, this phenomenon may be incorporated into one of the
selection criteria' in the HURRAH technique. The analogs must satisfy the
following conditions:
1. If there is no other storm which is separated by less than 1334
kilometres from the current tropical cyclone, then there should
also be no other storm that are co-existed with the analogs by the
distance mentioned.
2. If there is another storm which is separated by less than 1334
kilometres from the current tropical cyclone, then there also be
another storm that are co-existed with the analogs by the distance
mentioned.
However, the second condition may not be enough, and additional
requirements have to be added, for example, the relative positions of the two
co-existing storms have to be found and treated in the selection procedure,
and testing should be done in this aspect. Nevertheless, this may only involve
some technical problems in programming but it may be solved without much




9.3.3 El Nino/Southern Oscillation Phenomenon
It is a well-known phenomenon that the number of tropical cyclones
within each ocean basin shows an interannual variation( Ding and Reiter,
1981). Angell et al. (1969) first pointed out the existence of a quasi-biennial
oscillation (QBO) in both the hurricane and typhoon frequencies. Shapiro(.
1982) also found a significant period of about 2.5 years in Atlantic hurricane
fluctuations. As a supplement, Gray( 1983) also suggested that part of the
changes in the large-scale atmospheric circulation assoicated with the
variations in hurricane frequency in the Atlantic can be attributed to the El
Nino event. On the other hand, Chan( 1985) attempted to relate tropical
cyclone activity in the Western North Pacific to the El Nino/Southern
Oscillation phenomenon. He found that the fluctuations of tropical cyclone
activity at the dominant Southern Oscillation frequency may be explained in
terms of the change in the horizontal and vertical circulations in the
atmosphere during periods of low SOI. Because of the Southern Oscillation
phenomenon, anomalous equatorial westerlies in the Western North Pacific
may be present( Julian and Chervin, 1978)', and it may be associated with
the variability of tropical cyclone activity in the Western North Pacific( Chan,
1985).
From the above studies, it is almost certain that El Nino affects the
tropical cyclone activity in the Western North Pacific, and thus, affects the
movement of tropical cyclone.
The selection criteria for the HURRAN technique may be set to deal
with this phenomenon. If the relationship between the Southern Oscillation
frequency and the interannual variability of tropical cyclone activity is well
understood, then conditions can be set to manipulate it, for example, the data
may be stratified by years into high and low Southern Oscillation frequency,
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the analogs and the current storm then have to belong to the same category
in the selection of analogs. However, this is in a very pre-mature fashion, and
further understanding has to be achieved.
9.3.4 Initial movement of tropical cyclone
Neumann and Hope( 1972) found that the goodness of the
performance of HURRAH method depended upon the initial direction of
movement of tropical cyclone. Figure 9.1 presents plots of forecast errors
versus time for 12, 24, 36, 48 and 72 hours. The tropical cyclones are
stratified according to initial direction of movement, and it is found that the
HURRAN method produces error for storms initially having an eastward
component of movement is nearly twice as great as for those initially having a
westward component. As a result, including the initial direction of movement
of tropical cyclone as a selection criterion may significantly improve the
performance of HURRAN.
9.4 Future Direction of the Development of Forecast Technique
Although most of the recent research about the objective forecast
techniques focuses on the statistical-numerical aspect, it does not mean that
HURRAN will be eliminated in the future. In fact, it may still occupy a
significant role. Apart from the simplicity and the satisfactory performance of
the modified HURRAN method demonstrated in this study, the analog
approach can further be elaborated.
Expert system has already been suggested in dealing with the forecast
of tropical cyclone movement( Leung, 1989), and it may become one of the
major direction of development of forecast techniques in the future,
however, this may be combined or may work together. with the analog
approach. The advancement of computer technology has made the
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simulation of experts by computer possible in some fields, and this may
further expand to other fields as well as the field of tropical meteorology.
Nowadays, the forecast of tropical cyclone movement still depends
very much on the subjective experiences of forecasters. For subjective
forecasts, the forecasters must have thorough knowledge and experiences
about tropical cyclone incidents. So, the quality of forecasters has to be very
good, and they should have astounding recalling ability. Even with such staff,
evaluating the significance of each factor affecting the movement of tropical
cyclone is still proved to be an extremely difficult task. As a result, most
meteorological bureaux provide a checklist for the forecasters to solve this
problem. The checklist contains several sets of principals, both theoretical
and empirical, in order to help the forecasters to reach a conclusion more
easily. The checklist is modified from time to time in order to match the
most recent advancement of the subject.
However, the decision making process of these forecasters may be
simulated and learned by computers. The items or rules in the checklist can
be learned and transformed, and these together will become the decision
rules of the expert system.
In fact the above is quite similar to the' concept of the analog approach.
The forecasters predict the tropical cyclone movement by extracting from
their past experiences, that is, if the present situation resembles certain cases
in the past, then it will mostly likely change in the way that it has changed in
the past. In other words, those decision rules may be viewed as predicting
the future by finding similar situations from the past. Thus, the selection
criteria of the analog approach, such as the HURRAH technique, on the other
hand, may be treated like the decision rules of the expert system, and the two
can be combined as one. Then, if this can be achieved, the potential of the
HURRAN technique will have even a larger space to develop. Nevertheless,
this is limited by two factors: one is the completeness of data the other is the
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success of the simulation of the experts. The first one, however, will not
pose much difficulty because with the advancement of technology, the poorer
data of the past will be substituted by the more detailed and complete data.
Then, it seems that the second factor is the critical one, and this depends on
the efforts of scientists paid to this field.
To conclude, the prediction of tropical cyclone movement is waiting
for a breakthrough, involving the integration of subjective and objective
forecast and HURRAN, which employs an analog approach, may serve as an
aid or a catalyst in this direction.
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APPENDIX 1
THE COMPUTER PROGRAMME FOR THE PROCESSINC
OF THE MODIFIED HURRAN METHOD











□ 1,1 say "from :" get from_no







append from &file delimited with blank
go top
do while not. eof ()
select 1
append blank


























do while not. eof()
if history-typhoon <>svl_typhoon
svl_typhoon=history-typhoon





















do while not. eof()
if present-typhoonsvl_typhoon
svl_typhoon-present-typhoon











if (lat_n=lat_n_1) and. (long_nlong_n_1)
head=90+head
endif
if (lat_n=lat_n_1) and. (long_nlong_n_1)
head=270-head
endif
if (lat_nlat_n_1) and. (long_nlong_n_1)
head=270+head
endif
if (lat_nlat_n_1) and. (long_nlong_n_l)
head=90-head
endif
replace heading with head
else
if lat nlat n 1
replace heading with deg_180
else










Sub-programme for calculating the forecast positions
select 5
use present2 index prestime
select 4
use ok index oktyphon
select 3
use history2 index histtime
set filter to (year(date)-1959 and. year(date)<=1977)
Co ton
select 2









































































































set filter to mod(abs(da-historyl->date),365)=15 and.((present-lat-historyl-lat)2+(present-long-historyl-long)'2<=6.2
(abs(sp-historyl->speed)<=ds)
set filter to mod(abs(da-history-date),365)=15 and.((present->lat-history->lat)2+(present->long-history->long)'2=<6.25




do while (historyl->heading<=he+22.5) and. (.not. eof()select 4
append blank
replace typhoon with historyl->typhoon,;
date with historyl->date,;
























if (h_count 0<>0) and. (h_count_6<>0)
replace lat_6;
with p_lat_0 +5*(p_lat_0 -p_lat_6 )/6+1*(h_lat_6 /h_count 6-h lat_0/long_6;
with p_long_o+5*(p_long_0-p_long_6)/6+1*(h_long 6/h count 6-h_long_0/
if (h_count 6<>0) and. (h_count_12<>O)
replace lat_12;
with lat_6 +4*(p_lat_6 -p_lat_0 )/6+2*(h_lat_12 /h_count_12-h lat_6 /h

























































if (typhoon=ok-typhoon) .and. (.not. eof()
h_lat_24=lat+h_lat_24





































if (typhoon-ok-typhoon) and. (.not. eof())
h lat 60-lat+h lat 60
h long 60=long+h 10ng 60
h count 60=h count 60+1
*? "h 60"
skip
if (typhoon-ok-typhoon) and. (.not. eof())
h_lat 66-lat+h lat_66
h long 66-long+h_long_66
h count 66=h count 66+1
*? "h 66"
skip
if (typhoon=ok-typhoon) and. (.not. eof()
h lat 72=tat+h lat 72
h long 72-long+h long 72
h count 72-h count 72+1
if (h_count 120) and. (h_count_180)
replace lat_18




if (h_count 18<>0) .and.(h_count_240)
replace lat_24




if (h_count_240) and. (h_count_300)
replace lat_30;




if (h count 300) and. (h-count 360)
replace lat_36
with lat_30 +(h lat_36 /h_count_36-h_lat_30 /h_count_30),
with long_3o+(h_long_36/h_uount_36-h_lany_30/li_uuuiiL_30)
andif
if (h_count 360) .and. (h_count_42O)
replace lat 421
with lat,36 +(h_lnt_42 /h_count_42-h_lnt_36 /h_aount_36),i
long 42
with long 36+(h_long_42/h oount_42-h_long_36/h count_36)
endif
if (h count 420) and. (h_count_480)
replace lat_48
with lat 42 +(h_lat_48 /h_count 48-h lat_42 /h_count_42),long_48
with long_42+(h_long_48/h_count48-h_long_42/h count 42)
endif
if (h-count 48O) and. (h_count 540)
replace lat_54
with lat 48 +(h_lat_54 /h_count 54-h lat 48 /h count_48),
long_54
with long_48+(h_long_54/h count_54-h long 48/h count48)
endif
if (h count 54O) and. (h_count 600)
replace lat_60
with lat 54 +(h_lat 60 /h count 60-h lat 54 /h-count-54),long_60
with long_54+(h_long_60/h_count_60-h_long_54/h_count_54)
endif
if (h count 60O) and. (h_count_66O)
replace lat 66
long_66;
with lat 60 +(h_lat_66 /h_count 66-h lat 60 /h_count_60),
with long_60+(h long_66/h_count_66-h long_60/h_count_60)
endif
if (h_count 66O) and. (h count 720)
replace lat 72


















set filter to (lat_24 <> 0 .and. long_24 <> 0 .and.
lat_48 <> 0 .and. long_48 <> 0 .and.

































if (2->lat>=l->lat) .and. (2->long>1-long)
tmp24head-90Itmp24hend
ondif
if (2->lat-1->Int) .and. (2->lony<l->long)
tmp24head-270-tmp24head
endif
if (2->1at<1->1nt) .and. (2->lony<1->long)
tmp24head-270+tmp24head
ondif













if (1->lat_24>=1->lat) .and. (1->long_24>1->long)
buffer=90+buffer
endif
if (1->lat 24>=1->lat) .and. (1->long_24<1-long)
buffer=270-buffer
endif
if (1->lat_24<1->lat) .and. (1->long_24<1->long)
buffer=270+buffer
endif


























if (lot>1->1nt) .and. (long>1->long)
tmp48head-90+tmp48hoad
ondif
if (let>=1->lnt) .and. (long<1->long)
tmp40head-270-tmp48hoad
ondif
if (lat<1->1at) .and. (long<1->long).
tmp48head-270+tmp48head
endif













if (1->lat_48>=1->lat) .and. (1->long_48>l->long)
buffer=90+buffer
endif
if (1->lat 48>=l->lat) .and. (1->long_48<l->long)
buffer=270-buffer
endif
if (1->lat_48<1->lat) .and. (1->long_48<1->long)
buffer=270+buffer
endif


























if (lnt-1-lnt) .and. (long1-lony)
tmp72hoad-90+tmp72hend
endif
if (lat-l-lat) and. (long1-long)
tmp72head-270-tmp72hend
endif
if (latl-lat) and. (longl-long)
tmp72head-270+tmp72head
endif













if (1-lat_72=1-lat) .and. (1-long_721-long)
buffer=90+buffer
endif
if (1-lat 72=1-lat) .and. (1-long_721-long)
buffer-270-buffer
endif
if (1-lat_721-lat) .and. (1-long_721-long)
buffer-270+buffer
endif

















roplace dnte with 1-dnte, time with 1-timn,l
lat with 1-lnt,' long with 1-iong,l
handing with 1-hending
roploao ar241nt with tmp24lnt, or481nt with tmp48lnt or721nt with
or24long with tmp241ong, or48long wit tmp48long, or78long with
or24dinp with tmp24dinp, or40dinp w1.th tmp4lkliap, or77,dInp with
er24dovi with tmp24dovi, or48dovi with tmp411dovi, or72ilovl with













24-HOUR FORECAST ERRORS STRATIFIED BY YEAR

















































24-HOUR PORCAST ERRORS STRATIFIED BY MONTH












Mean Longitudinal Errors( km)
Month Standard DeviationCases Mean
Jan- Apr 26 67.53 92.37
77.4523 129.97May
66.4789June 91.40
July 182 72.96 61.50
August 341 78.86 69.08
61.07September 62.67240
October 87.66199 71.98
November 155 86.67 69.98
December 94 95.27 71.51
Total 69.151349 79.72
Mean Displacement Errors( km).,
Cases Standard DeviationMonth Mean






































24-HOUR FORCAST ERRORS STRATIFIED BY HEADING











Mean Longitudinal Errors( km)
Standard DeviationMeanCasesHeading
82.85Group 1 88 104.30








Mean Displacement Errors( km)
Standard DeviatiorMonth Cases Mean
87.14Group 1 88 156.35
93.17Group 2 68 150.91
Group 3 94.0631 141.27
Group 4 0
62.39Group 5 48 95.24
62.73Group 6 510 101.31
442 72.52Group 7 106.95
82.01Group 8 162 125.18
75.011349 112.82Total
Mean Right Angle Errors( km)
Standard DeviationCases MeanMonth
64.3288Group 1 97.09
68 66.21Group 2 96.11
31 67.38Group 3 67.21
0Group 4
48 48.68Group 5 57.92
52.47Group 6 510 60.36
442 62.45Group 7 69.76










-5.4785 20.8268Group 5 48
-1.4976 15.7413Group 6 510
-2.0817 15.6834442Group 7




48-HOUR FORECAST ERRORS STRATIFIED BY YEAR








Mean Longitudinal Errors( km)

































48-HOUR FORECAST ERRORS STRATIFIED BY MONTH
























Mean Displacement Errors( km..)
Standard DeviationCases MeanMonth
























Mean Deviation Errors( in degree)













48-HOUR FORECAST ERRORS STRATIFIED BY HEADING


























288.47Group 3 30 469.00
0Group 4
166.30Group 5 45 320.05
177.26Group 6 465 295.78
208.18382 319.58Group 7
315.26Group 8 151 410.59
1206 349.32 247.21Total
Mean Right Angle Errors( km)
Standard DeviationCases MeanMonth
80 168.68254.62Group 1
53 174.04Group 2 256.56
30 157.53 128.22Group 3
0Group 4
45 134.02Group 5 169.61



















72-HOUR FORECAST ERRORS STRATIFIED BY YEAR








Mean Longitudinal Errors( km)
Standard DeviationYear Cases Mean
































72-HOUR FORECAST ERRORS STRATIFIED BY MONTH
































































72-HOUR FORECAST ERRORS STRATIFIED BY HEADING













395.95Group 1 59 529.61
395.53Group 2 39 718.00
459.28653.90Group 3 26
Group 4 0
325.93Group 5 42 456.65
288.28Group 6 393 377.95
424.53 362.85302Group 7
590.19Group 8 111 591.64
384.98972 450.46Total
Mean Displacement Errors( km)
Standard DeviationMonth Cases Mean
369.19691.09Group 1 59
402.89Group 2 898.2739







Mean Right angle Errors( km)
Standard DeviationCases MeanMonth
429.09 254.4859Group 1
39 427.61 317.71Group 2



























Case Error Case Error Case ErrorMethod Weight
108 198.3 89 437.3 71 652.71
108 191.8 91 418.7 69 615.63/4
108 186.7 90 419.5 69 606.21/2P+WSD
108 183.7 90 423.6 67 590.21/4
108 183.2 90 423.3 65 580.00
91 444.2 69 670.2108 201.21
91 426.6 71 636.2193.31083/4
P+WVD
91 416.9 70 600.0187.51081/2























Method Weight Case Error Case Error Case Error
37 235.1 23 588.3 13 1039.61
37 239.0 24 653.5 14 1165.13/4
37 245.4 22 685.5 15 1251.31/2P+WSD
37 252.8 22 759.0 15 1413.31/4
37 262.7 25 790.5 15 1555.70
37 265.5 27 622.0 18 932.71
37 255.9 27 627.1 16 975.53/4
P+WVD
37 251.1 24 672.4 14 1311.31/2























Method Weight Case Error Case Error Case Error
142 239.0 85 540.8 49 877.41
142 220.2 88 505.8 54 856.23/4
142 203.3 89 464.5 56 818.41/2P+WSD
142 190.9 91 434.1 57 780.31/4
142 187.5 92 410.2 58 736.50
142 236.4 91 572.3 55 1005.21
142 218.4 91 522.7 57 908.13/4
P+WVD
142 202.7 89 472.1 56 843.21/2























Method Weight Case Error Case Error Case Error
250 198.3 179 404.7 128 658.71
250 190.6 176 398.5 122 641.33/4
250 185.4 173 394.6 123 633.81/2P+WSD
250 183.6 176 401.8 122 644.41/4
250 184.9 175 410.3 120 662.70
250 196.9 183 409.4 128 664.01
250 190.1 181 404.6 127 661.33/4
p+wV[
250 186.0 175 407.2 125 652.81/2























Method Weight Case Error Case Error Case Error
428 176.2 326 394.2 228 588.61
428 167.8 328 376.8 227 563.13/4
428 161.3 326 369.3 222 555.31/2P+WSD
428 156.7 325 362.2 221 559.41/4
428 155.0 327 362.4 219 570.90
428 182.1 327 416.2 243 646.11
428 171.0 328 390.3 241 616.83/4
P+WVC
428 162.6 328 378.8 233 590.91/2























Method Weight Case Error Case Error Case Error
188 457.8251 323.5317 159.01
187 454.4250 316.0317 154.53/4
185 464.5250 314.0317 151.41/2P+WSD
179 489.3246 323.9317 150.51/4
182 523.2246 337.9317 152.70
191 491.4250 347.5317 163.31
195 493.0250 335.2317 158.63/4
P+WVD
190 504.8250 333.2317 155.51/2























Case Error Case Error Case ErrorMethod Weight
171 697.7245 466.3325 207.41
176 710.5245 472.5325 203.83/4
171 706.9243 484.9325 203.51/2P+WSD
171 755.7242 508.6325 206.91/4
173 808.4243 528.70 325 213.9
325 201.8 246 473.7 173 692.41
325 200.0 245 478.6 175 708.93/4
P+WVD
325 201.4 245 497.8 177 753.91/2





























128 828.0170 521.1216 217.01
130 817.5216 208.8 170 500.83/4
P+WVD
796.1131171 502.4216 205.31/2























Method Weight Case Error Case Error Case Error
155 191.7 115 454.9 77 702.91
155 183.5 120 444.3 78 632.33/4
155 179.5 120 418.0 82 573.61/2P+WSD
155 182.5 119 407.7 82 548.01/4
155 189.9 119 418.9 82 558.60
155 217.0 114 513.3 75 826.31
155 208.8 117 474.9 78 713.23/4
P+WVD
155 205.3 118 445.7 79 614.71/2



















COMPARISON O DISPLACEMENT ERRORS STRATIFIED BY HEADING




Method Weight Case Error Case Error Case Error
164 244.0 139 535.4 108 843.61
164 239.4 137 578.3 95 791.63/4
164 237.9 112 532.7 91 729.81/2P+WSD
164 238.6 104 534.0 72 632.61/4
164 241.8 94 563.6 42 547.80
164 255.7 143 593.7 91 899.51
164 246.4 135 560.7 93 826.83/4
P+WVD
164 241.3 107 543.5 74 734.71/2























Method Weight Case Error Case Error Case Error
164 271.3 103 601.7 58 876.91
164 260.1 104 529.6 61 845.03/4
164 254.1 104 535.5 61 795.71/2
P+WSD I
164 252.6 97 508.8 58 833.81/4
164 256.2 91 488.1 58 761.20
164 275.4 111 667.2 83 955.01
164 260.8 104 609.1 75 841.23/4
P+WVC
164 250.3 108 540.0 61 804.31/2























Method Weight Case Error Case Error Case Error
23 655.828 448.562 254.51
15 959.022 426.562 244.13/4
16 905.626 452.262 236.71/2P+WSD
12 764.931 527.962 234.91/4
15 810.834 497.262 239.20
26 1149.437 556.762 224.41
19 1024.536 540.662 218.03/4
P+WVD
29 970.331 536.062 218.11/2























Method Weight Case Error Case Error Case Error
6 785.57 404.915 169.11
3 364.28 290.415 158.83/4
2 378.67 331.915 147.81/2P+WSD
2 390.97 350.215 155.21/4
4 597.010 317.715 170.4,0
10 1192.17 583.415 258.71
8 935.08 551.915 219.33/4
P+WVD
3 565.15 329.615 185.41/2























Method Weight Case Error Case Error Case Error
8 706.532 418.377 174.61
13 611.236 408.077 163.43/4
16 548.339 421.377 162.6P+WSD 1/2
22 604.352 415.577 169.91/4
44 739.961 454.977 182.60
15 686.222 488.577 258.71
15 641.227 424.177 219.33/4
p+WVC
11 761.834 445.177 185.41/2























Method Weight Case Error Case Error Case Error
581 166.7 356 386.9 184 596.71
588 160.6 390 380.4 222 585.93/4
588 156.4 429 379.5 276 594.7p+WSD 1/2
588 155.0 433 389.0 329 622.11/4
588 157.5 476 391.5 363 631.20
588 166.2 415 387.9 235 619.91
588 161.1 435 387.9 265 622.43/4
P+WVD
588 158.2 457 391.0 300 608.71/2























Method Weight Case Error Case Error Case Error
604 175.5 573 365.4 468 588.41
604 170.4 543 364.2 451 588.33/4
604 166.5 524 362.2 423 587.21/2P+WSD
604 164.7 518 371.0 392 625.61/4
604 165.0 467 397.4 351 667.80
604 176.8 532 376.7 438 600.11
604 7171. 653 2374. 645 9609.83/4
P+WVD
604 168.2 524 379.6 435 610.21/2























Method Weight Case Error Case Error Case Error
313 199.4 245 482.8 199 679.11
313 190.9 253 463.1 197 669.73/4
313 185.0 243 473.3 169 686.41/2P+WSD
313 182.7 241 477.1 160 701.01/4
313 185.3 254 471.5 168 731.90
313 215.4 232 495.9 182 660.81
313 201.5 223 465.9 156 678.63/4
P+WVD
313 191.4 225 479.5 162 736.81/2
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